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Under fire the performance of men and machines depends on what they are made of. United States Steel 7 
makes the materials for the machines, whether it's a very tough armor plate, or heat-resistant alloy, or Stainless Steels. 

You might be interested in some of the USS steels developed specifically for aircraft and missiles: 
USS Strux, an alloy steel with close to 300,000 psi tensile strength primarily for aircraft landing gears; 
USS Airsteel X-200, an air-hardenable alloy steel with 230,000 psi yield strength for aircraft sheet and missile 
applications; USS 12MoV and USS 17-5 MnV Stainless Steels for high-speed aircraft and missiles; 
Stainless ‘“‘W", a precipitation-hardenable Stainless Steel. 

New special metals, new methods for making them, present an PEE 
exciting challenge. Men willing to accept this challenge—civil, | United States Steel Corporation . : . * ‘ , % Personnel Division industrial, mechanical, metallurgical, ceramic, electrical or chemi- I 525 William Penn Place _ 
cal engineers—have a future with United States Steel. For details, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania 
just send the coupon. | Please send me the booklet, “Paths of Opportunity.” 

| IN SR 

| Sect o 
' | United States Steel = | sess 

; | city. zone 3 State USS isa registered trademark I
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Getting beneath 
hi the surface of things... 

i 

Through a newly developed X-ray diffraction technique that examines 

stress-induced changes in the spacing between atoms, General Motors Research 

physicists are now able to determine residual stresses below 

the surface of hardened steel in 25% of the time previously required. 

ee 

Room to grow should be your most basic requirement in seeking a position. 

This is where General Motors offers you an exceptional advantage. 

Depending upon your own capabilities and enthusiasm, 
you will find virtually limitless opportunity to move within a single GM division 

or to other divisions or to a staff activity. Fields of work at General Motors vary from 

astronautics to automobiles, household appliances to rocket propulsion, 

inertial guidance to isotope research—to mention a few, 

General Motors offers financial assistance to employees who wish to enter 

or progress in postgraduate studies. And undergraduates may gain from work experience 

in the summer employment program. 

Before you make your final employment decision, 

ask your placement officer about General Motors, or write to 

General Motors, Salaried Personnel Placement, Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan. 

{7 q) r(\Ty { 

GENER U J I LUT 

GM positions now available in these fields for men holding Bachelor's, Master's and Doctor's degrees: Mechanical, Electrical, Industrial, Metallurgical, Chemical, 

Aeronautical and Ceramic Engineering * Mathematics « Industrial Design * Physics * Chemistry * Engineering Mechanics * Business Administration and Related Fields. 

MARCH, 1960 1
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F. Kelly, W. J. Miller, and J. P. Tobin of the Westinghouse Atomic Power Department lift the ‘‘core plate”’ 

off the nuclear core for the first U.S.-built power reactor designed for use abroad (Mol, Belgium). 

Waltz Mill Experimental Reactor helps 

Westingh i I bl 

The new Westinghouse Testing Reactor at Waltz Mill, The young engineer at Westinghouse isn’t expected 
Pa., provides engineers with complete facilities for an- to know all the answers . . . our work is often too ad- 
alyzing the effect of nuclear radiation on various mate- vanced for that. Instead, his abilities and knowledge are 
rials, processes and designs. If a Westinghouse engineer backed up by specialists like those at Waltz Mill. 
is working on development of atomic fuels or the design If you have ambition and ability, you can have a 

of reactor components for an atomic power plant, he rewarding career with Westinghouse. Our broad product 
can count on help from the men at Waltz Mill. line, decentralized operations, and diversified technical 

The Westinghouse Testing Reactor is one of only two assistance provide hundreds of challenging opportuni- 
such privately owned reactors in the country. It pro- ties for talented engineers. 
vides a high radiation field comparable to that of a Want more information? Write today to Mr. L. H. 
working reactor, and in addition has special controlled Noggle, Westinghouse Educational Department, Ard- 

environment loops for the study of radiation effects at more & Brinton Roads, Pittsburgh 21, Pennsylvania. 
high temperatures and pressures. Work presently being . 
carried out here for other departments of the company YOU CAN BE SURE...1F ms 

includes studies of thermionics, crystal structure, and ° 
thermoelectric effects as well as the work on atomic es tl ng ouse 
reactor designs and fuels. 

2 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER
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[jeeeeaten of effort makes for versatility—and ver- get somewhere. If you have ability, ideas, spark—you’ll move 

satility pays off in business as well as on the athletic ahead, regardless of seniority or tenure. 
field. We’ve found that to be especially true here at Koppers. At Koppers, you'll stand on your own two feet. You'll get 

Koppers is a widely diversified company—actively en- responsibility, but you'll also have free rein to do the job the 

gaged in the research and production of a wide range of re- way you think it should be done. No one will get in your way. 

lated and seemingly unrelated products, such as remarkable Koppers is a well-established company—a leader in many 

new plastics, jet-engine sound control, wood preservatives, fields. Yet, it’s a forward-looking company, a young man’s 
steel mill processes, dyestuffs, electrostatic precipitators, coal company. Perhaps, your company. 
tar chemicals, anti-oxidants and innumerable others. Why not find out? Write to the Manager of Manpower 

Because we are diversified, our work is interesting. Through Planning, Koppers Company, Inc., Pittsburgh 19, Pennsyl- 

a system of lateral movement, our engineers and manage- vania. Or, see your College Placement Director and arrange 

ment personnel are given the opportunity to learn many of an appointment with a Koppers representative for the next 
the diverse operations at Koppers. The result? Versatility. recruiting visit. 

While you are moving laterally at Koppers, you are also |Z \ 
: sycsyeys : “7: LY \ 

moving up. Your responsibilities are increased. Your ability i 7 1, 

is evaluated and re-evaluated. And you are compensated K oO P PER Ss ||| KOPPERS ||, 
accordingly. IX 4 4 

You don’t have to be with Koppers for 20 years before you | eae 
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The pen and ink of the draftsman allow one form of communication for the Engineer, the pen and ink of 
the artist are also used as a form of communication. The ideas are expressed with the feelings of the artist; 
to receive the idea, the viewer must be sensitive and understand the feelings of both the artist and himself. 

In this issue’s cover by artist Carol Schiffleger, the idea of design predominates. The areas of light and 
dark, line and form, oppose and complement each other to build a pleasing background which brings forth 
the idea, “St. Pat was an Engineer.” 

MEMBER OF 

ENGINEERING COLLEGE MAGAZINES ASSOCIATED 

Chairman: Publishers’ Representative: 

STANLEY K. SryNEs LirreLtt—MurrAyY—BARNHILL, INC. 
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Published monthly from October to May inclusive by the Wisconsin Engineering Journal Association, 

333 Mechanical Engineering Building, Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Subscription Price 
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; --- MEWS [S HAPPENING AT NORTHROP \. 

. 5 ‘ 
| ake this 3-Minute Quiz to | 

help you determine your future | 

i : : 1. What part of the country has the best future for your i 
; SS Oo type of work? | 
i a 2. What part of the country offers an outstanding } 
| A — opportunity to enjoy your leisure? l 
i F — _ 3. Where can you work and still earn advanced degrees? : 
| ge a 4. How important to you is the challenge of opportunity 7  — _ |. —and salary that matches your achievements? : 
/ _ es -— 5. Where can you work with outstanding men in your field? L 

osnctat si OE FIVE IMPORTANT QUESTIONS... 
ca ~~ NOW CONSIDER THESE ANSWERS: 

oUt A oo : 1. If your interests are in the fields of and test equipment. And with over 
_ oh o / electronics or the aircraft/missile 30 operational fields from which to 
_ Po J industry, you will want to join the choose you can apply your talents to 

4 oon . “ outstanding scientists and engineers _ the work you enjoy-in the fields best 
co Pak Ly) tT | a in the space age center of the world _ suited to your inclinations. 

boat ON TA wl cn ~ Southern California. At Northrop you will earn what you 
2 ‘EAL. Ob oe 2. If you work at Northrop you will are worth. With this growing com- 
WC ge ee &<_—SCslive in Southern California—famous pany you receive increases as often 
Po Be Be for its year-round vacation climate. as you earn them. And these increases 

an Ye NT ao ee Here you're close to the beaches, in salary are based on your own indi- 
=" wr © s@ = = mountains and desert where you can vidual achievements. 

eke ed | lead aaa ae enjoy an active life in the sunshine. Northrop’s vacation and fringe bene- 
ea a a 3. Northrop encourages you to work _ fits are extra liberal. 

VMS ST, Sa: i: ae we for advanced degrees and to keep 5. Men you work with at Northrop Fe w~N . i Um | 4 current with the latest developments are acknowledged leaders in their 
‘ in your chosen field. With Northrop’s _ fields. They are selected because they } 4 : 2 program, you will continue to learn have the skill to guide younger men. cae " A while you earn with no-cost and low. These are men who know how to a | “yes Co cost education at leading Southern delegate authority, encourage your | ee Loo ed _—— California institutions. progress, and assure you of your 

iS a E: , : 4. At Northrop you will work with fair share of credit for engineering 
: sus Jaa¢ = the newest, most-advanced research achievements. 

se men 4 i EB IT’S NOT TOO EARLY TO PLAN YOUR FUTURE. 
co Seely WHICH OF THESE 3 DIVISIONS OF NORTHROP Hy te. a Be 

1. yes ee, ARE BEST FITTED TO YOUR TALENTS? 
\ af — : 5) | _NORAIR DIVISION is the creator of and fly surveillance missions. Today 
Be ——- ae ; ~. 7 the USAF Snark SM-62 missile now _ Radioplane is readying the recovery 
Ee] i a y her operational with SAC. Norair is cur- system for Project Mercury. 

A EEE rently active in programs of space ORTRONICS DIVISION is a leader in 
_ = Se We esearch, flight-testing the USAF. jnertial and astronertial guidance _. — 2a ~~ * > Northrop, T 38 Talon trainer and systems. Nortronics explores infra- 

i . <€¢ => ue —Cti‘(NNortthrop’s N-156F Freedom Fighter. _yeq applications, airborne digital com- 
~_ a a —LUr™~”™ _ RADIOPLANE DIVISION, creator of puters, and interplanetary naviga- 
wn _ 3 oe  UCUrC— the world’s first family of drones, pro- tion. Other current programs include 
mal . ‘A — . duces and delivers pilotless aircraft ground support, optical and electro- 

bt og ae 4 <e for all the U.S. Armed Forces to mechanical equipment, and the most i. 7 > ee Gp ______ train men, evaluate weapon systems, advanced data-processing devices. 7 ey Vee. . . . vv “ ctf 4 4 - Write today for complete information about your future at Northrop. 

Oo Smal NORTHROP 
- ” i CORPORATION 5 ig . ed 

AL ee 4 | Ys Engineering & Scientific Personnel Placement Office 
Poe 22K] Pro Northrop, P.O. Box 1525, Beverly Hills, California 

6 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER
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Interior of Saran Wrap* plant. 

DOW is tomorrow-minded 

Publishing a complete list of Dow products—all 700 “tomorrow-minded” attitude. D: i 

odd of them—is an elusive project. By the time such a number of chemicals and “plastics oes pager 

a pe was off the press, new names would have to be makers—latex-based metal primers, antifreeze, uphol- 

adi = v9 bring ir list up to date. The reason: develop-  stery materials and brake fluids, to name a few. But a 

nee ot Bro tay of the day at Dow, quis son thrones Dow s ewe Automoaye Chemicals 

i aboratories would reveal that Dow will be ready with 

These new products are developed to meet the needs the right chemicals and plastics for the job, no matter 

of the many industries Dow serves. Today’s problems which way future automotive design goes! One under 

in manufacturing and processing must be solved, and, development, for example, is a chemical that cools the 

as these industries advance, new chemicals and materials engine by continuous boiling. 

will be needed to implement tomorrow’s technology. At One of the most outstanding success stories at Dow is 

Dow, research and development aim at anticipating that of Separan®, a product developed to fit into 

these future needs . . . thus a “tomorrow-minded” industry’s future. This chemical is a flocculant, or 

attitude toward products is always evident. ioe wf sales jn. pole ion, Fexbaps “super floc- 

The product group of Dow Agricultural Chemicals, for Cea ston. tan ter description because Separan 

example, has expanded manyfold in recent years a minutes. to do Jobs that formerly tools day: S- 
through’ a vigorous research and developmental pro-  ; ntroduced in 1955, it has gained widespread recognition 

gram. In the early ’50’s it consisted of two or three in mining, pulp and paper and other industries. 
products. Today it includes many varieties of weed In such a climate of creativity and tomorrow-minded- 

killers, fertilizers, fumigants, insecticides, feed additives ess, new opportunities at Dow are constantly opening 

and animal health aids. A new crab grass killer has UP for people who have their eyes—and their thoughts 
recently made its debut, first in a series of new “ag —on the future. If you’d like to know more about the 

chem” products slated for the homeowner market. Dow opportunity, please write: Director of College 

asi . . . . ; Relations, Department 2426FW, THE DOW CHEMICAL 

iow’s work in automotive chemistry is typical of the company, Midland, Michigan. * TRADEMARK 

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY e MIDLAND, MICHIGAN <> 

MARCH, 1960 7
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: Space wagons 
: with nuclear horses 

Cad “\ , 

Space exploration will really come of age when manned rockets can leave 

earth, accomplish their missions and return without disposing of parts of 
: themselves en route. This breakthrough depends on the rapid development 

— . . of both nuclear rocket engines and the space vehicles capable of using 
a s. them. Douglas is putting forth a major research effort in the area of manned 
ix 2 ee Es dg nuclear space ships. Every environmental, propulsion, guidance and struc- 
>“ ee NN “y tural problem is being thoroughly explored. Results are so promising that 

\ SS a WA even if the nuclear engine breakthrough comes within the next five years, 
SS Douglas will be ready to produce the vehicles to utilize this tremendous new 
Py os ion = source of space power! Douglas is seeking qualified scientists and engineers 

: Pai iii for this and other vital programs. Write to C.C. LaVene, Box P-600, Douglas 
‘ a ~ A Aircraft Company, Santa Monica, California. 

ma ok Elmer Wheaton, Engineering Vice President, Missiles and Space Systems, 
ie goes over new space objectives that will be made possible by nuclear 

E propulsion with Arthur E. Raymond, Senior DOUGLAS 

Engineering Vice President of 

MISSILE AND SPACE SYSTEMS Ml MILITARY AIRCRAFT fl DC-8 JETLINERS Ill CARGO TRANSPORTS @ AIRCOMB fl GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 

8 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER
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eg . i _— a HARRY SUMNER, Sales Engineer, B.S. in Business 4 is |, Seite - Administration, University of South Carolina 

, 4 9 yl - - 4 . 
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~~ , “  w ee. iis 

KENT R. VAN HORN, Director of | an , oe 
Research, Ph.D., Yale University ; : 4 i a 

a. y Se 
RICHARD C. WILSON, Assistant 1 “ 7 4 
Manager of Distribution, B.S. in 1. Be , oe ; yO 
Aeronautical Engineering, Uni- Sg. UU a 2 Ge is oe 
versity of Kansas os ‘ ea 

\ “> \ 

> _. 4 LAWRENCE M. DUNN, Manager of 
4 4 ed se : Architectural Department, Sales Devel- 
¢ es a opment Division, B.S. in Mechanical 

as” Engineering, lowa State University 
- ~ i 

, ees " i a 

\ ; . ed 
¥ ~ , Mey 2 GUSTAV 0. HOGLUND, Division Chief of Alcoa Process Development Labora- 

3 —_— tories, B.S. in Aeronautical Engineering, University of Michigan 

a ¥ Q S gl 
| i ‘et as 

THOMAS R. GAUTHIER, Cleve- uy Z i 
land Works, Chief Metallurgist, 1 ee 
B.S. in Chemical Engineering, : - s 
lowa State University 4 oe. 

AL 
These men have a faith. An abiding can ‘ faith. It’s in the future of a metal. Aluminum. 

They all are department heads at Aluminum Company of America. They all started with Alcoa as young men fresh 
out of college. They all have prospered as Alcoa has prospered. 

They all have received their promotions on merit . . . the same merit which has contributed signally to Alcoa’s status 
as the Twentieth Century’s outstanding corporate success story. 

Today, the prospects for a new employee at Alcoa are even brighter, even more challenging than they were when these 
men first went to work. This is because the prospects for Alcoa and for aluminum are brighter. 

If a dynamic future in this kind of corporate environ- : 
ment interests you, contact your placement officer to Your Guide to the Best in Aluminum Value 
arrange an interview. For more details, write for our ALCOA ©. 
free booklet, A Career For You With Alcoa. Write Fororsiiew a rchfiaicon brexon ALU AATNU AA z + *yas r excitil watch “Alcoa Presents” e ANonaision EoGeRNW Or AMaMiaA Aluminum Company of America, 810 Alcoa Building, sestay: ABGLTY and ihe Copmy-huard-winotna & 
Pittsburgh 19, Pa. “Alcoa Theatre” alternate Mondays, NBC-TV ta
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DB Paint, glass, plastic and fiber glass products of Pittsburgh Plate 
Glass Company and chemicals by PPG’s subsidiary, Columbia- pany 
Southern Chemical Corporation, are used to make better sports 

S_\ equipment and more attractive sports centers. 

== These products include such items as: 
Q Ny 

#EN © Special finishes for baseball bats, tennis rackets, gym floors, 

y bowling alleys. 

© Herculite® heat-tempered glass for basketball backboards and 

Sy \ protective partitions. 

e sy» aN Fiber glass and Selectron® plastic for fishing rods, golf clubs, 

\> fe N boat hulls. 

Qe rr SN © Chemicals for processing leather and other materials for soccer 
I~ % yA balls, football helmets, baseball gloves. 

cee SO ° Pittsburgh Paints® and Color Dynamics® to protect and beau- 
AE BEY tify stadiums, arenas and other sports centers. 

fA DW Cee Throughout the sports world—and your world—PPG_ products 

hI a) ¥ VASE serve as the useful result of man’s imagination. It could be your 
We A LEED idea that sparks the next product advance in one of the countless 

oY, rg Oy, fields where today PPG solves tomorrow’s challenge. YH cOo® fi: y 

wes Li AS-i N A (A The door is open—for your imagination, your career, your secu- 
: Y bX 9} YY P 

awe CN ht y rity. Simply contact your Placement Officer or write to Manager of 

eS ORR College Relations, Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, One Gateway 
ia —\ vA 8 8 F 

J—— 5 VY Center, Pittsburgh 22, Pa. 

PAINTS ¢ GLASS ¢ CHEMICALS « BRUSHES e¢ PLASTICS « FIBER GLASS 
G 5 
PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY 
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A Stumbling Block to Understanding 

The people of this country are awakening to ing all there is to know about the problems they 

the realization that there is a tremendous prob- encounter. This is, with the tremendous advance 

lem in communicating technical knowledge. in scientific discovery, nearly impossible. Cer- 

Scientific knowledge which has been gained _ tainly it will be a step in the right direction to 

with the advent of the atomic age, cannot be have the businessman get a good basic under- 

fully utilized until the problem of communica- — standing of science just as it is good for the engi- 

tion can be solved. Two groups of people are neer and scientist to get a knowledge of the 

making decisions which they are not capable humanities. The real solution seems to be in 

of making. finding people who can convey knowledge 

Government officials, who are elected for their through written and oral presentation. This job 
party line or pleasant personality are being of necessity will need a knowledge somewhere 

forced to make judgments concerning techno- between a thorough understanding of science 

logical advancements of which they know very and the decision-making abilities of our coun- 

little. The reason for their ignorance of the facts try’s leaders. Thus arises a field which will be 

lies partly in the lack of an understandable sys- of tremendous importance in molding the future 

tem of communicating scientific knowledge. of the modern world, technical journalism, the 

Industrial leaders, many of whom have no ability to communicate knowledge between the 

scientific background, are forced to set company _ two levels mentioned previously. If you like to 

policies which should be based on a thorough write or speak, not in the flowery drawn out 
knowledge of the technology of their industrial style of modern fiction writers, but with but one 

field. Here again the stumbling block is the ab- purpose in mind; that of giving an understand- 

sence of a way of transmitting ideas and facts ing to your readers, then the world of communi- 

to the people making decisions. cations holds many opportunities for you. 

The idea has been advanced that the solution DonaLp D. RoEBER 

lies in leaders in government and business learn- Editor 

“Down ...to the right...down... all set.” This is what the man in the center 

4 is telling the crane operator to do with the 235-ton reactor vessel as it is lowered 
into position at the Atomic Power plant, under construction at Shippingport, Pa. 

—Photo courtesy Atomic Energy Commission, Pittsburgh Office. 
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by Gerald A. Mathews, me’60 

A major item in the production of 

that all important commodity, paper 

PAPER PRODUCTION proved upon to produce better and __ but lignin, which binds the fibers 
cheaper paper. together, is easily dissolved. The 

Early Development mix, now called stock, is also 
APER has been made in one How Paper Is Made bleached during the cooking proc- 

P::: or another since 200 B.C. Paper can probably be made — ess. When the batch has finished 
The first papermill in Amer- from any fiberous vegetable mat- cooking, it is blown at a firm target 

ica was built in Germantown, ter, but it is usually made from to break up the remaining lumps 

Pennsylvania, in 1690, The produc- softwood fibers. This is primarily and chips. After it has been 
tion of paper at that time was es- because no other source is avail- screened once more, it is ready to 
sentially by hand and remained so able which is so plentiful and still be placed in the headbox on the 
until the early nineteenth century, produces such a uniform and high papermachine. 
when a Frenchman named Louis quality product. . 
Fourdrinier invented an_ endless The first step in the papermak- The Papermachine 

bronze screen device now called ing process is to debark the logs A papermachine is one of the 
the Fourdrinier wire. This inven- which have previously been cut largest and most delicate pieces of 

tion revolutionized the papermak- into four foot lengths. This is done machinery found anywhere in in- 
ing industry because it permitted by tumbling and rubbing the logs dustry. It ranges in size from ap- 
paper to be produced continuously. in a huge drum. The debarked logs proximately 50 to 250 feet long 

Previously, paper was made in are then ground up along the grain and is two stories high. Any paper- 
batches, much like mixing a batch by grooved, stone wheels. The pulp machine can be divided into two 
of cement. produced by the grinding oper- main sections: the wet end and the 

In the later nineteenth century, ations is washed from the wheels dry end. 

an Englishman, H. W. Millspaugh, and screened to remove any Wet End. The wet end consists 
invented the forerunner to today’s splinters. of the headbox, Fourdrinier wire, 

suction press roll. The suction roll After the pulp has been screened, and press section. In the headbox, 
operating in a Fourdinier machine small wooden chips are added the stock has been diluted until it 
resulted in a papermachine which along with chemicals (calcium sul- is about 98 per cent water and 2 
not only produced paper contin- fate or sodium hydroxide) and the per cent fibers. The level of the 
uously, but rapidly as well. With whole batch is cooked under pres- liquid in the headbox is kept con- 
this invention came the growth of sure. The purpose of cooking is to stant at all times to form a pressure 
the paper industry. In a highly de- separate the cellulose fibers from head, The depth of this pressure 
veloped state, but of these inven- the non-cellulose material, Cellu- head regulates the speed that the 
tions are still being used and im- lous is not attacked by chemicals, stock is used by the machine and 
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thus helps determine the thickness _ ers. Dryers are hollow rolls through drinier wire. The roll consists es- 

of the paper sheet produced. At which steam is passed, The steam sentially of two parts, the shell 

the bottom of the headbox is a long heats the roll and, as the paper and the suction box. The suction 

horizontal slit through which the sheet passes between and over the box is rectangular and has one 

stock squirts under pressure from rolls, it is dried. The calendar is open side, similar to a flowerbox. 

the constantly level pressure head. located right behind the dryer sec- It is approximately 10 inches wide, 

The stream of stock emitting from tion; it is a vertical stack of highly 14 inches deep, “and 200 inches 

the a falls on the Fourdrinier pole! rolls whose purpose is to Jong, When in operation, it fits in- 

wire that is continuously moving polish by applying high pressure to side the shell with its open side 

beneath the slit. the sheet as it passes through. eo ‘halle inner eny 
7 . a: : flush against the shell’s inner sur- 

The Fourdrinier wire is a wide, After the sheet leaves the calen- c 
: ies : 3 : face. The contact between the box 

bronze screen that travels over dars, it is cut into desired widths and shell is made aittight and slip- 

small table rolls which allow the and wound on the winders for °° he ‘st ac of bn hite-ft E 

water to drain out leaving the first storage. a A eee Fe a 8! in a os ‘ell 

i 
seal which is held against the she 

mushy vestige of the paper sheet. Papermachines are powered by be ‘ eal fe rere a a tee . 

The sheet now proceeds to the large electric motors that are con- oy a Hexible air tube in ‘the sue 

press section which usually con- nected to differential drives which ton box. | 

sists of three suction press rolls. in turn are connected to the vari- The shell is a cylinder about 30 

Beginning with the press section ous rolls. The nature of the paper- to 40 inches in diameter, 2 inches 

and ending with the dryers, the machine demands that roll speeds thick, and 216 inches long. Except 

paper sheet is always supported by be constant and synchronized. Syn- for a narrow band on each end, its 

a heavy felt sheet when it is chronization is accomplished by entire surface area is covered with 

pressed between two rolls. In the connecting each section to a posi- small (5/32 inch diameter) holes. 

press section, the felt prevents the tive speed controller. Care must be The purpose of the suction roll 

paper sheet from being pock- taken to allow for shrinkage of the is to remove as much water from 

marked; throughout the rest of the sheet as it dries; the dryer rolls on the sheet as it possibly can. As the 

machine, the felt is a blotter. the end will, therefore, turn slightly shell revolves around the suction 

The press section removes more _ slower than those directly adjacent — box, which is always_ stationary, 

water from the paper, and when it the press section. the water is drawn from the sheet, 

leaves the press section, it is a fin- through the holes and into the suc- 

ished product except for being wet OPERATION OF SUCTION tion box where it is pumped to the 

and unpolished. PRESS ROLLS outside. If the felt, upon which the 

Dry End. The dry end consists The suction press roll receives sheet rides, was not used, the vac- 

of the dryers, calendars, and wind- the sheet directly from the Four- uum in the suction box would 
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cause small depressions on the | 
sheet. These depressions, or pock- 
marks, can never be completely re- 
moved and therefore cheapen the 
paper's quality. 

| 
Installation G | a _ 

The roll is installed with the aid | WACUUH AREA | ~ 
of an overhead crane using a wide hf ‘ 
sling or protective pads so as not Len © & om 
to injure the shell, After being i 
lifted from its packing crate, the | 
roll is mounted into place on the | 
bearing stands. It is then aligned i 
and leveled, but no angular adjust- 

ment is made on the box until the ee 
assembly has been solidly mounted. Cross section of the suction press roll showing the wide shoe silencer 

supported by flexible air tubes. 

Cie ang ole pie acti shell and given a complete clean- The idea was carried a step far- 
ery, suction press rolls have to be ing to remove collections of old ther when the holes were arranged 
cleaned and serviced, Ax the paper- grease and foreign matter. at such a distance from each other | 
machine usually runs for long. pe- . that the sound from one hole was | 

: Pas A ‘ Primary Problem Encountered out of phase with the sound riods of time without stopping, the : I roll should be cleaned at. every One of the greatest problems to emitted from another hole a frac- 
opportunity when the machine js be solved when operating a paper- tion of a second later. The result 
shut down for more than a few machine is the reduction of the of this plan is that the sound from 
minutes. noise produced by. the suction rolls. one hole cancels the sound from 

The end deckles, which control A large amount of noise is created the other, and a more silent roll 
the width of the sheet being made, when the felt and paper sheet are was developed. _ ; 
have adjustment screws that must lifted from the suction area of the The second method of silencing 
be kept well lubricated for ease of shell. This is a situation similar to roll noise has manifested itself in 
operation. The end deckles them- pulling the cork from a bottle ex- the form of a remodeled packing 
selves should be moved back and cept that there _are millions of strip. On the early suction rolls, the 
forth to clean their opearting sur- these “explosions” occurring every packing strips were the same shape 
faces. The holes in the shell are second and their sum is an ear- on both sides of the suction area, 
cleaned with a chemical solution, splitting din. In modern rolls, the packing strip 
and care must be used when select- The solution of this problem has under the place where the sheet is 
ing the type of cleaner to use be- been developed along two lines. pulled off the shell has been en- cause of the effect it might have on The first concerns the arrangement larged and provided with narrow 
the shell’s rubber covering and on of the holes in the shell; the second _ slits through which air can bleed various seals and fittings. After the deals with the position and shape to the surface of the roll. The 
shell has been cleaned, the entire of one of the packing seals inside theory behind this setup is to grad- 
roll should be rinsed thoroughly. the shell. ually relieve the vacuum in the 
At least once a vear, the suction On the early suction rolls, the holes under the sheet while it is box should be removed from the holes in the shell were drilled in a Passing over the packing strip. 

straight line along a line parallel Ideally, when the sheet lifts off the 
to the axis. This arrangement was hole on the other side of the mod- 

2 perfecty suitable until the modern. ified packing strip, there is no vac- 
PACKING HN high-speed papermachines were — and, therefore, no “pop.” This developed. As the roll speed in- idealized case has never been 

\ KX’ creased, the noise increased also, achieved, but the shoe silencer, as 
be Wy until it reached a point where it the ventilated packing strip is 
v Woe bordered upon becoming harmful called, has contributed significantly = NN" to employees working near the roll. to noise abatement. Most suction 

ZY In the ensuing search for noise re- rolls operating today have both si- 
Ga duction, shells were developed lencers and the noise-reducing hole 
FY with holes designed into various patterns, 
Qs patterns. The principle underlying 
N A the rearrangement of the holes was eee ee 
NA that with the holes staggered, not . 
Ni <N LEE as many would come off the suc- Method of Casting 
NOS “ws tion area at the same time as they The shell of the roll is always DQ aN ae did on the older shells. With fewer centrifugally cast. This adds to the 
WK holes popping at once, it was rea- cost of production since there are 

Air tube and packing of shoe silencer. soned, there would be less noise not many foundries in the country 
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that are equipped to cast a roll of : . ; 

such large dimensions and the job if =. rr 

ry. The shell could be cast in the eS ee J Sc ee 

conventional method, but the ad- ee: is us 

vantages of the centrifugally cast Wooo ee a rina Or nee 

roll far outweigh the saa BS 5ES568S55 . 5 5 5 . . 

cost incurred. Among the advan- lOOO0000000 BESS EBEPHbI LF les sr or 

tages of the centrifugally cast shell Oe OOOO ee beerpe ~e eee eid 2) 

are: uniform soundness, minimum PDOOCOODO000D odggrg dag Dg of eP=b- ato] 

machining required to finish the Poo O 000 Ooh OTE OGST POSS 6Clat obo lof ond 

roll, and greater strength. : 

In the early days of papermak- ooo Comme @ ....- peeve 

ing, when machine speeds were ae a, . = . 
not very high, these features were Suction Press Noise—Reducing Hole Patterns. 

Be en ine) aad aes ber about ¥ inch thick are then wall while it is freezing. Centering 

sures used on modern paperma- built up in plies until there is a the mold prior to pouring is also of 

chines necessitate having rolls that covering on the shell about 1-% utmost importance. The least 

can withstand high stress. Uniform inch thick. Next, wet cotton duck amount of unbalance will intro- 

soundness is particularly important strips are wrapped over the raw duce undesirable vibrations when 

because the shell must retain its rubber to hold it firm. The roll is the mold is spinning at high speeds 

strength while rotating at speeds then placed in an oven and vul- and cause an eccentric casting 

of approximately 250 revolutions — canized at 260 degrees Fahrenheit which must be scrapped. 

per minute with about 14 million for about 22 hours. When the cur- Machining. Careful attention 

holes drilled into it. Any void or — ing process is finished, the roll is must be paid to machining and fin- 

inclusion could easily cause a dan- put on a lathe and has its rubber ishing to make sure no blemishes 

gerous stress concentration that — coating reduced to a thickness of are left on the shell. A parabolic 

would ultimately result in a frac-  1-Y% inch; the ¥ inch is removed crown must be ground to just the 

ture. , during the finishing grinding. right shape to compensate for de- 

The 14 million or so holes in the . flection while in operation, At the 

average roll are drilled at the Metals Used in Manufacture speeds and pressures the rolls of a 

foundry on a multi-spindled drill- Suction press rolls are made al- — papermachine are subjected, not 

ing machine. This machine can — most exclusively out of either a even stainless steel resists deflec- 

drill up to 266 holes simultane- bronze alloy or stainless steel. The tion. Deflection correction is of 

ously, but it still takes several trend in the papermaking industry prime importance if paper of uni- 

weeks to finish the job. The drilled today is toward _ stainless steel form thickness is to be obtained, 

shell is then sent to the rubber fac- shells because of their high resist- Miscellanéous: ‘The rubber ov- 

tory where its rubber covering is | ance to corrosion and greater ging on the shell is a problem be- 

applied, The shell is then shipped strength. Years ago, when press cause, as of the present, no rubber 

back to the foundry, put on the — speeds were around 1000 feet per — product has been developed that 

same drill machine as before, prop- minute, bronze rolls were suffi- Gan withstand the temperatures 

erly indexed with the aid of a pre- cient for the job, but with the de- and pressures used in the day to | 

viously applied guide mark, and — velopment of high-speed machin- — gay operation. The shells, there- 

redrilled over the holes in the shell. _ ery, greater pressure was needed to fore, have to be recovered period- 

This may seem like a large waste obtain paper of the same quality. ically because of cracks and loose- 

of time and money, but it must be — This pressure, exerted on the suc- ness in the rubber covering. | 

done this way because drilling the tion press roll by the top press roll, Before the complete roll is put 

shell through the rubber covering was too great for any bronze alloy into operation, it must be dynam- 

damages the rubber when the so some other metal with equal ically balanced. Any irregularities 

chips are withdrawn. The Y4, mil- corrosion resistance but with great- in its motion cause a a a 
lion dollar cost of the drilling ma- er strength was needed. Stainless irregularity in the quali apo 

7 ‘ pee no ogularity quality of the 
chine dictates that all drilling be steel has these qualities. paper. produced. 

done at one company in order to 

make the investment worthwhile. Problems Encountered in THE FUTURE OF THE SUCTION 

When the shell arrives at the Manufacture PRESS ROLL 

rubber company, it is prepared by Centrifugal Casting. The very . : 

having its surface grit blasted to size of the shell creates many prob- The suction press roll is not apt 

remove any oil, grease or paint and lems in the centrifugal casting to be replaced as a component of 

to give the rubber a better surface process. In order to cast the shell, the modern papermachine in the 

to bond with. The shell is given a a mold must be provided that will = Pear future, not unless something 

coating of cement which is allowed withstand the pressure of 75 times completely revolutionary is in- 

to dry before the rubber base stock _ the force of gravity needed to hold vented to take its place. Manufac- 

is laid on. Successive sheets of rub- the molten metal against the mold (Continued on page 51) 
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POWER PLANT: e 

ar . . . . 

Purbine-auxiliary equipment 

by John H. Nicolaus me’60 

LECTRIC power consumption ment necessary for the operation of COOLING WATER CIRCULATION 
E:. the United States has ap- the steam turbine. SYSTEM 

vroximately doubled every After steam passes through the 
ten edie over the last half-century. turbine, it crust be condensed and Water Source 
Vast quantities of power are con- returned to the. boiler. Cooling The power plant should ideally 
sumed every day in homes and in- water must be provided for this be located near a source of water 
dustries. Through engineering and purpose, Effective circulation of that can provide an unlimited 
science, new uses for electricity are the cooling water must be main.  2Mount of cold, fresh water, Usu- 
constantly being developed. The tained, as it is desirable to keep the lly a lake or river serves as the 
steam-generated electric power — water cold in order to condense Source. In the case where the 
plant is the source for nearly all the steam rapidly. supply is limited, the same water 
of the electricity produced today. There is another circulation sys- rie os used over, but it must first 

tem involved in moving the con- wee ed. Cooling can be aecom- THE POWER PLANT IN GENERAL dénséd steam. back to: the. boiler. plished by means of fountains or 
3 oe cooling towers. The electric power plant has This system is independent of the Even wiienrthece isvs f 

three major components; a steam cooling water system, but it is also ; ven y ren there 8 an adequate 
generator, a prime mover, and an necessary for proper condensation oust” be at water, eee 
electrical generator. The fuel for to take place. must ti ff na HO eep arge 
the steam generator can be natural The shaft of the turbine must oom Th Boule matter ou a 
gas, fuel oil, or coal. The use of turn on bearings which need con- we water. ne only Feeaen nO toe 
atomic cnergy is also becoming stant lubrication in order to pre- 18 to prevent damage or clogging of i nergy Use , : — ; send the pumps and pipe lines that are practical, The type of fuel depends vent wear and heat on the bearing sed for civculati 
on the location of the plant, but surfaces. The lubricating oil is cir- MSCG:JOF iculaton. 
most often coal is used. The prime culated through filters, which re- The first step in keeping the 
mover that is most used is. the move any dirt or foreign matter, water clean is to have an isolated 
steam turbine. Turbines vary in and through coolers, which serve to P0ol,_ protected from the rough 
size, construction, and require- keep the oil, and hence the bear- waters of the lake or river, Water 
ments for operation, depending on ings, from overheating. is taken directly from the pool and the syeciffe use for whieh they are All three of these circulation sys- into the plant through some type 
intended, Electrical gencrators also tems are an integral part of the of grating, which keeps out drift- 
vary, according to the output operation of the turbine, The wood, seaweed, and other extrane- 
which is expected. equipment used in these systems ous objects. 

In order for these three compo- are classed as turbine-auxiliaries. The water then flows through 
nents to operate effectively and Together, the turbine and its auxi- the circulation system within the 
efficiently, a good deal of addi- liaries are an essential aspect in the plant. 
tional equipment is necessary. This function of the electric power Inside the plant, there is another 
report is concerned with the equip- plant. means of removing the smaller de- 
18 
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“ Pe | Es 4 ia i [. bottom of the condenser in a reser- 

tie Co. —_— | helt voir called the hotwell. The con- 

e — fs €@. : densate and the hotwell will be 
a a | considered later in connection with 

oe a ——— sieges __ ~~ | tt the boiler water circulation, 

oS a OE EE — > AA pr Li it In operating the condenser, the 
a San, e ‘ oa Ea ea. inlet valve must first be opened. 

meal te ee eae Sage > - Assume that the circulator has al- 

/ a. \ Ce . “a i Seg eae ? 2 ready been started. Because the in- 

‘ — : ae ae lm} — | we let pipe can be as large as two or 

row \ ee ge hae il three feet in diameter, the inlet 

5 ih. . = 00% z i. | soa Re valve is very large and must be 

Ms ie oS L ee operated hydraulically. Water is 

4 | os - < : ~ ae i forced into a cylinder, moving a 

Ok ome Pp, 5s Rs piston which opens or closes the 

x oa — Yt valve. 

‘ oe m Another preliminary operation 

that must be carried out before the 
turbine is started is to draw a vac- 

uum in the condenser. With a low 

75,000-kw, 36,000-rpm, steam turbine-generator unit, pressure, the steam passing through 

the turbine can expand more rap- 

bris which may be present. This is Condensers idly cat gee Rommel, ig 

the traveling screen. Every bit of The function of the condenser desirable, for more work can be 
: mat 2 AME z ser obtained from the steam in this 

water entering the plant is actually has already been introduced. It is manner, Vacuum is obtained by 

strained by the SEIGEMS: The debris a very large cylinder for the con- steam jets, and once the steam 

which is collected is dumped into densation of steam from the tur- starts passing through the conden- 

a trough and is flushed back into bine and is kept cold by a constant ser, the vacuum is automatically 

the lake, away from the point cf circulation of water. The circula- maintained. A common condenser 

intake. tion has been discussed up to this pressure is 28 inches of mercury 

point. vacuum, 
Circulators 

. A condenser can have any num- < 
The next point in the circulation jer of water passes, but usually a Discharge 

system is the circulator. The pur- one. or two-pass ig weed. Steam The last stage in the circulation 

pose of the circulator is to draw frowi the ‘turbine enters the ¢on- system for the cooling water is the 

water from the reservoir, which is denser, located directly beneath discharge. Water is discharged 

at lake level directly beneath the the HaEbine by means of the. ox from the condenser with enough 

floor of the plant, and pump it faust hood and passes over the force to carry it out into the lake. 
through the condenser and back tubes which carry the cold water. The water can be discharged either 

into the lake, A circulator is simply The condensate is collected at the (Continued on page 52) 

a large centrifugal pump driven by 

either an electric motor or a small 

steam turbine. Often there are two ma Bd ; 

circulators for each condenser. , . & \. | \ lea) i 

Water leakage around the end of aa o eal 3 ‘ay ee 

the shaft is prevented by means of " Pal 7 ; ees rs y 

water seals. A water seal is a jacket “x : aaa Aan y a | We 1h Pre 

of water around the shaft, through od : a a) USA if gl: Day 

which water is constantly forced at Ek. ee (eas saa Lo Cid 4 = od 

a pressure higher than that of the , a 7 ; a he <a i? ~ = i i 

water within the circulator. Ey irre ssn | a a ig | 

In operating a circulator, the first Y = 7 hs : £ : ey 

step is to turn on the seal water. a a/y . Too. o bo) “| x 

Then the pump must be primed. AA rh  —s. | 2 

The method used for priming is to ley | . | ies _ i ee 

draw a vacuum on the pump cyl- | eo aan al “ 

inder. A vacuum can be obtained woe ‘ } Lee at Le 

~ ins / | ese ~ 
with the use of steam jets. The de- eae | : Sac ee 

crease in pressure causes the water aa eo om 

to rise and fill the pump. When this 2 ee 

has been done, the pump can be Two 42” x 36” circulating water pumps. Each rated at 35,000 g.p.m. 20 ft. head, 

started and circulation will begin. 290 rpm and driven by a 250 hp A-C motor. 
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by Dennis P. Tronca me’60 

A presentation of the methods used to increase 

the surface hardness of steels by carburizing 

N THIS age of momentous in- The liquid carburizers contain for heat resistance, along with the 
Dicstici advancement, one of — sodium or potassium cyanide to solid carburizing compound which 

the most important construction — which is added sodium chloride, is granular in form. The pots or 
materials is steel. Steel’s multitude sodium carbonate, or other mineral boxes are placed in a furnace and 
of uses require that it have many salts, of which there are many mix- heated to the temperature near 
and varied properties to allow its tures available. 0 ee ae At ae 
ise in a wide range of applications. elevated temperature the activate 
iver the many’ methods of pre- CARBURIZING STEELS carbonous materials give off car- 
paring steel for these applications, The selection of steel to be car- bon monoxide gas which will react 
carburizing ranks high in impor- burized should be based on the re- chemically with the steel to form 
tance. quirements demanded by the serv- iron carbides. Typical reaction 

ice in which the finished steel is to equations for the steel packed in a 
CARBURIZING MATERIALS be used. Generally, a good plain mixture of charcoal and an ener- 

carbon steel, low in carbon content —_gizer such as BaCO, include: 
Carburizing materials may be is satisfactory. A low carbon steel . 

solids, liquids, or gases, depending is necessary so that in later hard- 1. C + O, (initial air in char- 
on the method of carburizing be- ening operations, the core or center coal ) = CO, _ . 
ing used. The solid carburizers usu- portion of the steel will remain 2. 3Fe + 2CO = Fe,C (iron 
ally contain charcoal as a base and tough. Many low alloy steels are carbide) + CO, ; CO, + C 
include wood charcoal, coke, bone, also used for carburizing, because = 2CO ; 

or leather charcoal, and charred their better strength and wearing 3. BaO, = BaO + CO, ; CO, 

peach pits. These materials must qualities make them very desirable. + C = 2CcO 1 

all be activated by an energizer The alloying elements commonly The amount of carbon absorbed | 
which is primarily a carbonate of used in steels subjected to carbur- by: the steel during carburizing is 
barium, calcium, or sodium. A typ- izing include chromium, molyb- depedent upon: 
ical solid carburizing compound denum, nickel, and vanadium. pece pon: 

contains 60 per cent coke, 14 per 1. The initial composition of the 
cent barium carbonate, and one Pack Carburizing steel, 

per cent sodium carbonate. The Pack carburizing of steel, which 2. The temperature at which the 
gas carburizers include such gases is the oldest method known, uti- steel is heated. 
as carbon monoxide, propane, lizes solid carburizing materials. 3. The length of time the steel is 
methane, producer gas, or any gas The steel is packed into pots or held at the carburizing tem- 
rich in carbon, boxes, made of high-alloy materials perature. 
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4. The nature of the carburizing In gaseous carburizing, the time concentration of the sodium cy- 
material. and temperature are closely con-  anide must be kept above 25 per 

Steels of low carbon content will tolled with the carburizing tem- cent. This can be done by adding 
absorb carbon more readily than perature running between 1600 a new carburizer or by additions 

steels of high carbon content; e.g., 224 1700 degrees Fahrenheit. After of a salt mixture rich in sodium 
a case depth of 0.050 inch requires a predetermined time at the car- cyanide. 

the work to be at 1500 degrees  burizing temperature, the gas is 5 wh 
Fahrenheit for approximately — twmed off, and the steel is allowed Selective Carburizing 
twenty-eight hours, while the same to cool in this neutral atmosphere. While selective carburizing is 

case depth would be obtained in Cooling in a neutral atmosphere — sometimes not considered an en- 
about three hours at 1750 degrees imereases the case depth or pene- _ tirely different type of carburizing, 
Fahrenheit. In general, a carbon tation of the carbon. This in turn it has a significant number of dif- 
pickup of 1.15 per cent carbon or reduces the carbon concentration ferences. These differences are 
below is considered good practice, at the surface of the steel by dif- present mainly in the processes 
although a carbon content of 0.90 fusion of carbon from the surface used and not in the materials used, 

per cent is the best for maximum toward the lower carbon case. because either pack, gas, or liquid 
hardness and toughness of the In gas carburizing, an average carburizing materials can be used. 

case. case depth of 0.045 inch is obtained The major differences are ex- 
Gas Carburizing in a total time of six hours. plained below. 

Gas carburizing is done at ele- we The carburized case, obtained 
vated temperatures in a gaseous Liquid Carburizing from any of the above processes, is 
medium. This type of carburizing Liquid carburizing has been so hard that it is impractical to ma- 
must be done in gas-tight retorts done in salt baths for many years. chine it. Consequently, any areas 
or muffles which are capable of It is an easily controlled method of the part that have to be drilled 
withstanding carburizing tempera- which will give good results and or machined after carburizing must 

tures, The furnaces used are of the clean work. It can be done in ex- be kept soft. Steel may be selec- 
continuous flow and batch types. — ternally heated salt pots or in pots tively carburized by one of three 
In the continuous flow process heated by immersed electrodes. methods: 
parts are placed on trays and The pots used in this process are . 
pushed through a series of mufflles made of pressed steel, although 1. The work piece can be cooled 
at a rate which will give the de- special pots containing nickel and from the carburizing box or 

sired thickness of case to be pro- chromium are frequently used be- vat and machined before it 
duced during the carburizing pe- cause of their longer life and lower hardens, or inert materials 
riod. The muffles are closed at both —_ overall cost. can be packed around places 
ends by doors, one of which is al- Steels to be carburized are im- to be kept soft, and holes can 

ways kept closed so the trays can mersed in a molten bath contain- be filled with fire clay to keep 
pass through the muffles without ing more than 25 per cent of a them unaffected by carburiz- 

allowing we ae gas to es- cyanide compound held at a tem- ing compounds, 
cape. In the batch process, parts to perature between 1475 and 1550 3 ‘ « ist sna dp Be 
be carburized are rotated in a ro- Heniees Fahrenheit. Between these 4 ia . nee veileis a. 
tary retort or suspended in a gas- temperatures the steel will pick up era to Keep ne bart La e 
tight retort. The gases used in this both carbon and nitrogen from the Then the part may be carbur- 
process must be freely circulated bath and a treatment of one hour ized and slow cooled to leave 
around the parts to be carburized results in a case depth of about the case soft. This fase Can 
to insure a uniform depth of case. 0.010 inch, The nitrogen in the then be readily machined off 

The following equations are the  cyanide-hardened cases is present where the soft auras eS 
fundamental gas reactions impor- a8_ finely dispersed iron nitrides quired before hardening the 
tant in gaseous carburizing: which result in high hardness and part Ts will od ‘ he ee 

1. 2cO = CO, +.¢ brittleness. Reaction equations ofa ocd sot ante ides | 
5 on (methane) ~ oe sodium cyanide solution are: SKE ASS re ees . 
° eo re ae ED 1. 2NaCN + 0, (from air 3. Parts may be copper plated to 

5 ae ; above bath) = 2NaCNO hold off carburizing. The cop- 
4. CH, + CO, = 2H, + 2CO \ si prevents: the sontac a 2 per prevents the contact of 
5. CO + H, = C + H,O 2. ee ee pac + Na,- carburizing gases with the 

The gas must flow over the work oN ( tien mite * steel, thus preventing absorp- 
to remove the hydrogen, or the re- tion of carbon, The whole 

action in equation 2 would go to Thus cyaniding nitrides iron piece can be plated with £OD- 
equilibrum (stop reacting). Too while it carburizes it, and the re- per and the copper machined 
rapid a flow might result in the de- sulting surface layer is more brittle off the particular portions to 

composition of the gas at the iron that a plain carburized surface be hardened, or selective plat- 
surface at a rate faster than the zone. ing of portions to be kept soft 
carbon is dissolved, in which case To keep the liquid carburizer ac- may be employed. 
free carbon deposits as soot. tive as a carburizing agent, the (Continued on page 53) 
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“THE GERMANIUM 
TRANSISTOR” 

Its application and effect 

upon the electrical industry 

by Ronald H. Smith, che’60 

N 1948, physicists at Bell Tel- fastened on the vacuum tube, — electrons is not easily possible for 
I ephone Laboratories, conduct- which could not only rectify but a lack of current carriers, the ele- 

ing experiments with germani- amplify or increase the voltage or ment is known as an insulator. The 
um, announced the development current. electrons in the outer orbit form 

of today’s transistor, Their transis- A vacuum tube is made by seal- bonds with electrons of neighbor- 

tor received a very moderate wel- ing a filament and a plate into an ing atoms and break-away is not 

come, A New York newspaper car- evacuated tube; a two-element easily possible. Some elements are 

ried the story on page 46. The im- electron tube or a diode is formed. called semiconductors because 

portance of the announcement was When the filament is heated by an they conduct electricity only under 
not lost, however, by the commer- electric current, electrons are certain circumstances. 
cial tube makers, who had already emitted. If the plate is made posi- Germanium, a semiconductor 
heard rumors of the work. tive with respect to the filament, commonly used in the production 

The man chiefly responsible for electrons are attracted to the plate of transistors, has a valence of four, 
the transistor, which was basically and there will be a current in the or four electrons in its outer orbit. 
a diode or a two wire device to tube. If, however, the plate is To make up its crystal structure, 
which a third wire is attached, made negative with respect to the each germanium atom forms a 

was William Schockley (Ph. D., filament, the electrons will be re- covalent bond with a neighboring 
Massachusetts Institute of Tech- pelled and there will be no current. atom. 

nology), a member of Bell Lab's The diode thus acts as a rectifier By the introduction of certain 

physical research staff. Schockley if it is connected in an a-c line. impurities into the crystal struc- 
had begun his work on semicon- There is current during half the ture of germanium, current car- 

ductors before World War II, cycle when the plate is positive. If riers can be produced, and the 

when his object was to make a a third element, the grid, is in- crystal will no longer act as as in- 
semiconductor amplify. serted into the tube, it can be used sulator. For example, if an atom 

as a control for the tube current. with five electrons in its outer orbit 
Fundamental Definitions The tube is then known as a replaces a germanium atom, four 

and Concepts triode, and it can act as an am- of the electrons will form bonds, 

Rectification, the ability to trans- plifier as well as a rectifier. and one will remain free to wander 
form an alternating current into a The concept of semiconductors through the crystal structure. Ger- 
direct one, is essential to radio is very important to the under- manium of this type contains nega- 
reception. A piece of galena with a standing of transistors. When en- tive current carriers and is called 
“catwhisker” probe became an es- ergy in the form of heat or an N-type germanium. If an atom 
sential part of early radio sets, applied emf enables electrons to having only three electrons in its 
since it acted as a rectifier through readily leave their orbits, the ele- outer orbit replaces a germanium 
its semiconducting properties. In ment with this property is known atom, there is a vacancy or hole in 
the 1920's, the electronics industry as a conductor. If this release of the crystal, The net effect of add- 
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ing this type of impurity is to CR : us 
. ——— . a roduce a quantity of holes or .» =. 

positive current carriers. Germa- 3 BH AC OW. iia ee 
nium of this type is called P-type a eRe ce _ 

, LOU, ee 
germanium. oO abhabtbebaiintn | 77 i. aN - de 

CONDUCTION IN GERMANIUM hig : ue oe ry le te v7 oe 
oakgnductivity Netype P-type IZA A Hie 3 Eu 
Conduction by Excess electrons oles eae ae ee A 
Energy band in WA cite UO cae og 
which carrier moves Conduction band Filled band Th oe ee ee 
Charge of carrier Negative Positive ee 
Valence of ; i, a a Ok Oy ets eee 
impurity atom Five Three  .. = 0 eels Fe oo 
Nomenclaure ee rf 7 | Oo, me tae 
for ator Donor Acceptor Ban — #4. wae Hh gs LURE » 
Typical impurities Arsenic joron eT Fh eee any iu Be 

vpn rapuee®s “Antimony ANAInGHA ete yt ee ad Ee 
Gallium Baa av rat pia lee ght ee es ‘ag > Indium AY Er aia) Seca letra Cae D 5: aN 

Bk Bee ey ee SR ee Bs 4 ae) 
eG ae iy le. . . DO ARGUE ie egee e, ym K 

Construction of the Transistor Ee Pe yo 
.. . Le erenes y) ie iy sal 4 

The original device announced a ye, | er we 

by Bell Labs was the point contact i eee RSET 7 5 \ pe uaa 
transistor. In mid 1951, Bell Lab Wan yp rey ‘(in ee ” 

disclosed a second major develop- " — tee 
ment, the junction transistor, in : oe 
some respects an improvement Transac printed circuit board incorporates 60 Philco transistors. 

over the first device. The point con- ; 
tact transistor consists of a semi- transistor. It is possible to make added to produce the different 

conductor, usually germanium P-N-P as well as N-P-N junction properties of N and germanium. 

metal; three electrodes, which are transistors. Since merely bringing two 

fine points; and the base, the exter- Germanium, the main raw mate- pieces of appropriate germanium 
nal circuit. The emitter is positive, rial used in the production of tran- into contact with each other will 

and the collector, which is con-  sistors, is obtained from certain have little effect, the fabrication of 
nected to a higher voltage battery, ores found in the Belgian Congo transistors has become as touchy as 
is negative. A small change in the and also from the flue dust in gas the purification of germanium. The 

emitter current causes a large works in Great Britain, which use oe are produced by alloy e 
she > j > collector current. ¢ : prnneene FHAE Are Ge , change in the collector current, and gal from Durham and Northum- sae SSeS ie oe oe y 

ausistor therefore: ‘fies ¢ a . : controlled. Because the methods o: the transistor therefore amplifies an _perland. Before it is suitable for ee 0 ne — . t 2 Sie i 
alternati — : : abrication and design differ, a 
alternating current. the manufacture of transistors, vOrICe . gn 

: : . . « great variety of transistors are 
The junction transistor, is made lengthy refining processes are nec- : ® 

: ge ey : being produced. 
of three sections pressed together. essary, and it is finally delivered 
Usually, two of the small sections to the manufacturer in the form of Uses of the Transistor 

i J-tvpe dermani : i : ite er. german; vox. : . will be N-type germanium, and in a white powder, germanium diox In 1952, the transistor was first 
between these there will be a sec- ide. Then it is reduced to the metal sed commercially in hearing aids. 
tion of P-type germanium. Since and purified several times to ob- By the end of 1953, the transistor 

| the action takes place at adjoining tain the required degree of purity. was shown to be useful for many 

surfaces of N and P sections, the Minute, carefully controlled communication functions in radio 

combination is called a junction amounts of another element are and television receivers, sound and 

— OS ar een ee % A Cea net a rere a oe 
m - ( ‘ " My ag Tee ONS : =) 

, Pail ' Sn ieee ee i EY me dae ee 

os } ; ' N¢q 

ae — 
ea 

ate gem Gatos i bos are he a ei 

: | 

The qualitone Hearing Aid Amplifier is completely enclosed in the eyeglass frame. 
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/ 1 se ; “7 Sa ai oe To radios have already become a com- 

Hl mon appliance. The transistor is 
TF scaled 5 now competing with the vacuum 

c 4 Tr eae | a tube in nearly every one of its 
fi edit ia / Tul a i i applications. 

i | iti We a q Comparison of the Transistor 

, y oo nn i te ; lan 7 iE A The advantages of the transistor 

. iT)  Cletal 1 HH | tt ie. have already been mentioned. It is 
; i OS isa rt i : | Why bf} — much smaller than the tube, and 
A : Bee. A LA Bay, if | thus the circuit can be more com- 

| ae Mea ab: ‘a ar ae a pact. No energy is necessary to 
F a +. ‘eal 7 lg Pe y heat a filament, thus there is a sav- 

- "£ Ole 4 | ie 4] | 4 ing in space and weight by elim- 
“ vn] oe! 4 i a AG ih 4 ination of the heater source. The 
Z : ye Vile ie 1) ’ elimination of the heater source ne ad o pe HH ea Hh . € . ae 

fos ay 2 i : Jia i [ also tends to increase stability in 

RU ; ee 3 the circuit and to permit longer 
‘i es ies Be : | Tv life. The transistor requires less 

>» Pa i = : : HH i : than 0.0010 per cent of the power 

y Te i ~  S required by a vacuum tube, hence 
= nae Fy a ia a it od we can afford to use it in places 

= ut Fn fess wa <a and in quantities we could never 
Transae Circuit Panels are assembled into C-1100 series airborne computer system. use vacuum tubes. In other words, 

the transistor will, to a large de- 
high frequency amplifiers, elec- Since the ordinary vacuum tubes gree, free electronics from the vac- 

tronic computers, control systems, have an airborne life expectancy of uum tube’s limitations: relatively 

and similar equipment. Today, the only 100 to 500 hours, the Air short life, high power consump- 

transistor is put to work wherever Force has also been replacing tion, bulkiness, and fragility. 
it is advantageous to amplify a tubes with transistors. The tran- The development of transistors 
control signal. It is comparable in sistor is even being utilized in has been retarded by four main 

| flexibility with the thermionic elec- home instruments because it sim- difficulties. The first of these is 
tron tube or vacuum tube. In fact, plifies circuits and leads to man- operation at high frequencies. 
its range of application supple- ufacturing economies. Transistor (Continued on page 58) 

ments that of tubes by making 
feasible operation of electronic 
equipment in smaller sizes, con- , —_ 

suming less power, and with im- : 

proved reliability, especially under 

conditions of high vibration or i, 
shock. 

A good example of the useful- j ’ 
ness of the transistor occurs in tel- m ’ 
ephone switchboards. An auto- i a ~~ ’ | 

matic-dial office of average size i i Gos | 
contains about 65,000 mechanical (ag | We: Ee, aN | 
relays that connect one phone with dts oa! vi ae 

another in response to the number : f° Ye RRR | 
dialed by a customer. The relays, . * Py Pe 3 Seas 
which can perform slightly _ less a 3 ; ay Fe NS : 
than one thousand switching oper- ;  Y owies 38) eS Nw 
ations per second, limit the number q ~ a 7 a x VS 

of calls that can be handled at any pe gv nee 
one time. Vacuum tubes can per- . ett oer Me 

form a million switchings per sec- Se j 
ond, but because of their excessive ° Sa! j 
power demand, size, and overall 

cost their use is uneconomical. ‘ 
Transistors, which can switch as a : 
fast as vacuum tubes, do not have i 

the drawbacks of the tubes. More- . 
over, they can be built to last for . il 
the telephone office’s engineered 
life, about forty vears. * f 
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Dick Ernsdorff studies a microwave site-layout chart atop a moun- Here, Dick checks line-of-sight with a distant repeater station by 
tain near Orting, in western Washington state. On assignments like mirror-flashing and confirms reception by portable radio. Using this 
this, he often carries $25,000 worth of equipment with him. technique, reflections of the sun’s rays can be seen as far as 50 miles. 

He wears two kinds of work togs 
For engineer Richard A. Ernsdorff, the “uniform of the wave systems and SAGE radars and trouble-shoots any 
day” changes frequently. A Monday might find him in a problem that arises. He also engineers “radar remoting” 
checkered wool shirt on a Washington or Idaho mountain facilities which provide a vital communications link be- 
top. Wednesday could be a collar-and-tie day. tween radar sites and Air Force Operations. 

Dick is a transmission engineer with the Pacific Tele- A current assignment is a new 11,000 me radio route 
| phone and Telegraph Company in Seattle, Washington. He from central Washington into Canada, utilizing reflectors 

joined the company in June, 1956, after getting his B.S.E.E. on mountains and repeaters (amplifiers) in valleys. It’s a 
| degree from Washington State University. “I Hepat to million-dollar-plus project. 

work in Washington,” he says, “with an established, grow- “T don’t know where an engineer could find more inter- 
ing company where I could find a variety of engineering op- z ” : 

ie é Le me a esting work,” says Dick. 
portunities and could use some imagination in my work. * * je 

_Dick spent 24% years: in rotational, on-the-job training, You might also find an interesting, rewarding career with 
doing power and equipment engineering and learning the the Bell Telephone Companies. See the Bell interviewer 
business.” Since April, 1959, he has worked with micro- «oe ‘ . A when he visits your campus. 
wave radio relay systems in the Washington-Idaho area. GR 

When Dick breaks out his checkered shirt, he’s headed ff \\ 
for the mountains. He makes field studies involving micro- BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES (a 

uD 

Dick stops by the East Central Office building in Seattle to look In the Engineering Lab in downtown Seattle, Dick calibrates and 
at some microwave terminating equipment. It’s involved in a 4000 aligns transmitting and receiving equipment prior to making a path- 
megacycle radio relay system between Seattle and Portland, Oregon. loss test of microwave circuits between Orting and Seattle. 
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HIS month's column features in turn spins a generator connected cut-and-cover tunnels about 22,000 
T: article on the Niagara to it by a shaft. In the new units feet long made of reinforced con- 

Falls project. Other items of now being built, the process can crete. 
interest are the completion of a be reversed by feeding spare elec- The tuscarora reversible pump- 
supersonic wind tunnel, the design tric power into the generator and turbines will rank among the larg- 
of a million pound dead-weight using it as a motor. This in tum est units of this type ever built. 
machine and the production of spins the turbine backward and Each pump-turbine is rated to 
subminiature electrical filters. causes the turbine to act as a pump 3400 cubic feet per second 

pump, raising water to the reser- of water against a dynamic head 
REVERSIBLE PUMP TURBINES USED voir. As needed, this extra water (water pressure) of 85 feet. The 

AT NIAGARA: PROJECT. can be allowed to run back down- dynamic pumping head will vary 
Details of a project to pump the hill and generate power. between 57 and 99 feet. The pump 

water of Niagara uphill were dis- Two new power plants that will turbines will run at 112.5 revolu- 
closed recently at an engineering benefit by the process are located tions per mune in a clockwise 
meeting in Atlantic City, New Jer- seat fieeaditon them Niagara Falls direction as turbines and counter- | 

sey. Work has already begun on | a . ; clockwise for pumping. ) , : ’ ‘ at Lewiston, New York. The revers- : 
the project, designed to increase ible turbine-pump units will be ; Since there are only a few revers- | 
the supply of water available to housed in ‘Tecenrora lant. From ible pump-turbines in operation, 
electric generating stations at Nia- he : tl : ster ill On ' the the model tests in the laboratory 
gara Falls. Lowi ‘eon Pie ie wh i ves Yeual 4 had to be quite complete in deter- 

In explaining the purpose of the Sailber di st owen a all be wed & mining not only the performance 
project, it was pointed out that a Conudinn an notifies the ¢ h Y for pumping and turbining, but 
treaty agreement with Canada lim- zanadian authorities on the other such other factors as cavitation, 
its the amount of water that may side of the Niagara River. wicket-gate moments, and tran- 

be diverted from the Niagara Falls It is estimated that without the sient behavior in case of power 
and used to turn electric genera- pumping operation over two bil- failure, 

tors, Because of this restriction, lion cubic feet of water would go Each new installation will add to 
and varying demands for power, — to waste during a twelve hour pe- the general knowledge leading to 
water available during the evening riod. This is equivalent to over one further improvement of this com- 
hours that now goes to waste could million kilowatts of additional paratively new type of prime 

be used to meet daytime demands power. The reservoir to be filled mover. 

for industrial power. by the pumping operation will 
Engineers, trying to devise a have a capacity of 25,000 acre feet. SUPERSONIC CIRCUIT AT TULLA- 

plan to put this water to use, de- It is about a mile square in area HOMA NEARS COMPLETION 

cided to pump it out of the river and about eighty feet deep. Largest of the 22 wind tunnels 
and into a reservior eighty-five feet The intake of the Lewiston and and test cells at the U.S, Air Force’s 
above river level. To do this, they Tuscarora Plants is in the city of Amold Engineering Development 

devised reversible pump turbines, Niagara Falls, New York, about — Center in Tullahoma, Tennessee, 
that is turbine generator sets that 2% miles above the falls, The is the propulsion wind tunnel com- 
could be run backwards. water will flow under the city prised of a transonic unit now in 

Normally, the turbine wheel is through two tunnels about 46 feet operation and a supersonic circuit 
spun by water flowing past it, and wide by 66 feet high. These are nearing completion. 
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The propulsion wind tunnel, one 
of the three major laboratories at , 
the Center, is powered by the es 
world’s largest rotating machine. ; 
The machine is over 480 feet long AP 
and develops 216,000 horsepower. 4 : eee” Pr] 

es é VW. . al PA) 
It includes the world’s two most KA) 
powerful synchronous motors, each he tT 
rated 83,000 horsepower, and two 5 os ae mu 
smaller “starting” motors of 25,000 t : = aN e T) 

horsepower each. The four motors Go , m2 ae « a 

are connected in tandem to drive : Vd on — NAL 
two huge compressors: one a three- fy ys PO \ 4. 
stage unit for the transonic circuit; [| he | yi ae ‘>, AS \y 
the other an 18-stage unit for the oor) | Pe hel oe ff & \\ a" 
supersonic circuit. ky a a Pn td ‘ ey 

The transonic circuit at the Cen- o J u al) rf | mS le a ee ya 

ter has been conducting aerody- PGE ar ee a ees | Ta #3 
namic and propulsion tests for pe YY a i | ba} 4 ie GE. 2 
nearly three years, and it soon will ot poe i Le ey A j a i 

be joined by its associated super- LE a) ‘ | le) 4 oe) ‘N e “ ie 
sonic tunnel, Tests have been con- Ae CN ouNe er eed 
ducted on more than 30 of the —7 é i Wea y oe 
major weapon-system projects of  o= yy : / vy), a 
the United States government, in- a? )l ® p A 

cluding the USAF Titan, Snark, io a my hae ae 7 
| GAM-72 and Bomarc missiles, sa 2 4 y 'e- call a 

nose cones for all intercontinental fe dy ; ee " l ; 
ballistic missiles, the Navy’s Pol- ogg] a. iy — 
aris, the Army’s Juniper and the . a ee a a ae 

National Aeronautics and Space : er be = — a ‘ 
Administration Mercury “man-in- etre ee 
space” project. Ca | 

—Photo Courtesy Westinghouse 
MILLION-POUND DEAD-WEIGHT These giant rotary converters located at Aluminum Company of America’s 

MACHINE DESIGNED FOR Badin, N. C. smelting works were installed around 1918, and are rated 6,825, kilo- 

NEW NATIONAL BUREAU watts at 525 volts. The pile of 312 silicon rectifier cells in the foreground will be 

used to build as static converter rated 6,000 kilowatts at 600 volts. The silicon 

OF STANDARDS rectifying equipment, although nearly equal in rating to the “rotaries”, will be only 

i i one-third the cubic size of the old machines. In addition, the new converter—a joint 

Final designs are nearly come development by Westinghouse and Alcoa—will be practically maintenance free. 
pleted for dead-weight machines 

of 300,000 and 1,000,000 pound added to this machine in 1931, ering calibration accuracy. Load 

capacity which will be installed at thereby increasing its capacity to cells of 3,000,000 pounds capacity 

the BEM Gaithersburg, Maryland, its present limit of 111,000 pounds. are now calibrated to an accuracy 
location of the National Bureau of : ; 

Standards. These machines will be When this machine was in- of 0.4 percent in the Bureau's 
used to calibrate force-measuring stalled, there were few devices cap- 10,000,000 pound compression ma- 

devices that are used, in turn, to able of measuring 100,000 pounds. chine. This accuracy, however, is 

calibrate other devices and ma- Since that time, there has been an not sufficient for the needs of 

chines for measuring and applying increasing number of large force- modern industry. 

large forces. Force measurements = Measuring devices, some as large Industrial weighings require ac- 

are widely used in industrial fields 28 3,000,000 pound capacity. Prom curacies of 0.05 to 0.2 percent; and 

such as weighing, materials testing, only a few mt 1927, the RUDE of accuracies of 0.1 percent or better 

automatic control of machinery, tS Ee Ss a are now needed for measuring 

and rocket seve eee and ee own agi dion, S00 ay Gs, thrusts of large rocket engines. 
5 a conseque eed 0: ecisely ~ nt ae “librati accuracies i 2 

» casuring Fores larger, than ever Devices measuring forces over Calibration Se iaald Bs wn ae 
before. 111,000 pounds are calibrated by oF mac ames snot ts Weiak t for 

By use of dead weights totalling the Bureau by means of equipment ‘i these A ede : ar ‘to a 

111,000 pounds, the Bureau now that have been calibrated  previ- oan hom aoes rent 
calibrates force-measuring devices ously in the deadweight machine. accurate wit vin’ a ee 

to an accuracy of 0.02 percent. The To calibrate devices that meas- : emperature, tog, w ; 2 SONe 
> : : -e: Forces pea ays ene trolled carefully. Because the indi- 

Bureau’s largest dead-weight ma- ure forces greater than the capac- fa fore casuriti® Aavice 

chine had a capacity of 102,000 ity of the dead-weight machine, Cation oF a orce-measuring evice 

pounds when installed in 1927. several steps are required, and depends on the temperature, pro- 

Nine 1,000 pound weights were errors are introduced, thereby low- (Continued on page 50) 
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As a learned technical volume, neer, but as a man of absolute in- 
the book was a big success. It was _ tegrity and goodwill, 
a standard text for many years in 
trade and vocational schools and STUDENT WINS AWARD 

Ny) i» in many institutions of higher David C. Hoffman of rural Mad- 
learning throughout the United ison, mechanical engineering stu- 
States. It went into five editions dent at the University of Wisconsin, 
and sold several hundred thousand Madison, is among ten engineering 

M.E. PROFESSOR RETIRES copies, Through the textbook, Ben and commerce students at eight 
a" . Elliott helped thousands of engi- midwest universities who have 
The man who once wrote a plo" ‘neering students to understand the been awarded special scholarships 

necring volume on the gasoline fundamentals of an automobile en- by the Maytag Company Founda- 
automobile has’ retired from the gine, and also helped just plain car tion, Inc. 
University of isconsin faculty. owners who wanted to learn some- This is the sixth year that spe- 

He " Ben Elliott, professor of thing about the cars they were cial scholarships, each amounting mechanical engineering and head driving. to $200, have been awarded to en. 
of that department at the Univer- After the writing of “The Gaso- gineering and commerce students sity, who is almost as spry today as line Automobile,” Professor Elliott by the foundation. Those receiving he was when he and a colleague tumed out three companion vol- the grants are selected by college 

umes: “Automobile Power Plants,” faculties. 
rs “The Automobile Chassis,” and 

ne . “Automobile Repairing,” as well as ATOMIC REACTOR 
, | an operating engineer's handbook The University of Wisconsin re- 

. 3 i and numerous articles in technical cently awarded a contract to the oe Ring publications. He also served for General Electric Company for con- 
| ee. 7 : : awhile on the editorial staff of struction of a ten-thermal-kilowatt 

[> a i. - “Power” magazine in New York. pool training reactor expected to 
[fw During his many years of teach- be in operation on the campus next 
| 4 i, ee ing and research in mechanical en- fall. 
<g \ . gineering, Elliott's special fields Wisconsin is purchasing the Gen- 

eu 4 have been internal combustion en- eral Electric reactor with the as- 
"| gines, automobiles, and steam sistance of a $150,000 grant from 

power. Just as he has successfully the Atomic Energy Commission 
Dean Emeritus Ben G. Elliott. promoted understanding in these under the AEC’s educational as- 

areas, he has successfully promoted sistance program. 
compiled the pioneering textbook understanding in many other as- The reactor, Wisconsin’s first of on the automobile more than four pects of engineering, and in his this physical size, is designed ex- decades ago. nearly half a century of service to pressly for education and research. 

At that time, automobiles were Wisconsin eduction and research It will be used to train students in 
in the covered-wagon stage, as has engendered a confidence in reactor operation and nuclear re- were books on them. Ben Elliott, not only as an engi- search procedures, and for ad- 
28 
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vanced research in engineering, tary—Karel Olson; Treasurer— Oscar Dittrich was selected to 
chemistry, and other fields. Chuck Holderness; Alumni represent ASCE in the St. Pat’s day 

The reactor, to be housed in the Secretary—Howard Luedtke; Cor- competition. 

Mechanical Engineering building, | "esponding Secretary—Ron Hintz; The February meeting featured 
will permit nuclear engineering Assistant Treasurer—Don_Panzen- an address by a member of the 

students to become familiar with a hagen; Social Chairman—Bob Bal- Bureau of Reclamation. 
wide variety of problems such as tes; Assistant Social Chairman— 
core loading, reactor control, and Jim Ably; Rushing Co-Chairmen— MINING AND METALLURGY CLUB 
fuel handling and storage. Mike Stanke and Jim Westoby. At a rece seting of the Mi 

The reactor will be constructed Elected to the Fraternity Executive ing ‘ ‘ i ee " thar ’ ee os 5 fol. 
of standard open pool reactor com- Board for the spring semester ise ne 5 ° shee ono _ s , : 

; ; were: Bob Baltes, Mike Stanke and owing new officers were elected: 
ponents and will use standard re- L ; oa : De cct 
actor control and instrumentation ee Eichenscer. The new slate of James Hull: Bieident i a a officers assumed their duties Jan- Mel Andrasco—Vice-President 
systems. uary 11, 1960, Hovmond Mosser--becretary 

TRIANGLE. NEWS The eraduatine Seniors cele- Howard Schloeman—Treasurer 

brated their accomplishments at a Mr. Thomas Carlson of Kenne- 
Triangle activities have contin- farewell party at the chapter house cott Copper Company gave an in- 

ued at their usual rapid pace with on January 23rd. A Founders Day teresting talk on the mining and 
parties held on February 6 and Banquet, held in Milwaukee Feb- refining of copper. 
February 20. Highlight of the so- ruary 27th, was sponsored jointly Representatives of United States 
cial schedule was a faculty tea and by Theta Chapter of Milwaukee Steel’s South Works will speak on 
a buffet luncheon held prior to the School of Engineering and Delta new steel making processes at the 
St. Pat’s dance on March 12. Chapter of Madison. The banquet next meeting of the club. 

As basketball season draws to a ‘Was _attended by alums from the 
close Triangle is practicing for the Milwaukee, Chicago and Madison AMERICAN FOUNDRYMAN’S 
annual National Triangle basket- Wess. SOCIETY 
ball tournament at Northwestern. ASCE ‘Tie neviocdleced offears wre 
In addition to the basketball tour- At a recent ASCE meeting, new ded at the fee odin , of the 
nament, there will be a dance, officers: were: elected, ‘They: are: a ha A dr : as a 
chug-a-lug contest and the annual . . , ° merican oun mymen's: Society. 
Triangle Sweetheart Contest, Don Graft—President _ The new officers are Dick Stueber, 

. ; , John Crane—Vice President President; John Tralmer, Vice- 
Triangles’ reference library re- Fay Kell—Secretary President: and Adrian Beltran, Sec- 

ceived a tremendous boost with the Gary Neilsen—Treasurer rani: Treasurer , 
donation of approximately 200 vol- Peter Van Horn—Polygon Board Rep- ree) Oo : 

f; . resentative (Continued on page 34) 
umes of engineering texts from 
Triangle Honorary, Dean Emeritus 
B. G. Elliott. 

AIEE-IRE 
BOB BALTES eS Sat tamemeeerenntp anette 

The American Institute of Elec- Ss ee re ee 
trical Engineers and Institute of 4 i 

Radio Engineers had its first meet- Ad @e 
ing of the new year Wednesday, TF ; 
February 10, 1960 at 7:00 p.m. in : e ” ‘ 
2033 Engineering Building. Presi- . 
dent Bill Dashelet brought the ie no 
meeting to order. After minor bus- al Pic. — S 4 Pim J 
iness was taken care of, the main ra a - ; ue -™ 

speaker of the evening was intro- wih ‘wa *@ yy i W ~ 
duced—Mr. John E. Dolan from the , : \, ! y i 4 
American Electric Power Service [ ¥ \ ; AY y 5 
Corp. Mr. Dolan gave a very inter- e i. cise son ” 
esting talk on Nuclear Power Re- st oo oe 
actors. The members enjoyed the ve . ae iS oe os 

talk, refreshments, and AIEE-IRE he a 
book covers. be 

KHK started off the new semes- LL rrrrtssCia BV : 
ter with these new officers to lead ‘ 2 2 
them to higher achievement: Pres- s 4 
ident—Carl Much; Vice-President The most-distinguished beard of Tom Underbrink is admired by Sandy Sandstrom in 
—Lee Eichenseer; Recording Secre- the 1959 contest. The 1960 winners will appear next month. 
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bis | ‘ SHE SKIS 
7 Ae, 2 a 

dt { Lf 4 “ uF 
oe ae hee a 

, a f ' 

PP ils \ - Kay Lokken skis to satisfy 

i “ \ = Bt her winter wanderlust. We 

Pa A 4 were forced to have her ski for 
3 ; eg us during the week, because 
a oe most week ends she’s out of 

“i Pi - 4 : 
re | town on the slopes. 

Ng a % After our romp in the snow, 
; Pe oS 

. - we suggested a talk over a cup 
i i od : ¢ r ri oe a : : of coffee, (which was a wel- 

y 7 we HT hd ‘ ‘* come warming idea) and we ei € 5 i 
ae iY o , Re learned that she is also inter- 

: , 
o "i 0 fe Te ested in other outdoor sports, 

Na ha ls. F a r especially swimming. Kay 

"ah ih holds a Water Safety Instruc- 

/ ae ne : a per _ Or tor certificate, so if you meet 

y/ Ae r Fie aa hh " her at the beach, you need 

aA ' ae woe have no fear of drowning. 
ae . / 

fae . The afternoon was pleas- 

ad \ antly spent in floundering in 
sd N snow (up to our knees). All in 

el : " all, a rewarding experience as ae | . : 
. NS Ce esti een can be seen from the photos 
= eapeeeiono mir Ne. C ) . C 
oe “ &™—™—™—~—<“—;~h~™h™CrF~CC:=soowr March Girl of the 
a phi .. . ii... 
. a a YC UCU Month. 

ee bo ey . —Photos by Peter N. Gold 
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Fin 

C) fee oe and what they c SIE aed . 4 0s | 
— — a, ai The field has never been broader 

_ a Re pats, The challenge has never been greater 
j a. ye 

ee So b, mee _ Om Engineers at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft today are concerned os es ee oe te] with the development of all forms of flight propulsion 
a by ae , Oo) systems—air breathing, rocket, nuclear and other advanced ww ~ ee 1 r pies | types for propulsion in space. Many of these systems are so 4 . e Pee, Y) pnd f entirely new in concept that their design and development, 5 Sd wg y : and allied research programs, require technical personnel u : ry bd oe ie Neg not previously associated with the development of aircraft F he . oN engines. Where the company was once primarily interested } 2 in graduates with degrees in mechanical and aeronautical ‘ engineering, it now also requires men with degrees in : electrical, chemical, and nuclear engineering, and in physics, : 

chemistry, and metallurgy. 
Automatic systems developed by instrumentation Included in a wide range of engineering activities open to oe rapid i ullangeus recording technically trained graduates at all levels are these four of data from many information points. basic fields: 

hones’ " TTT ee ANALYTICAL ENGINEERING Men engaged in this pee ema: AD : & activity are concerned with fundamental investigations in i\\ Ni wpe Ue - the fields of science or engineering related to the conception Ml. a ~~ _~ glace gl, of new products. They carry out detailed analyses of ad- cs i “oN =n Bad vanced flight and space systems and interpret results in Ys. Se oe. ay me terms of practical design applications. They provide basic rN io ££ y ie information which is essential in determining the types of Ke Be / i y - systems that have development potential. 
» if ao i DESIGN ENGINEERING The prime requisite here is an >a & ee Re... Conga active interest in the application of aerodynamics, thermo- ve, -_—= ~~ 4 dynamics, stress analysis, and principles of machine design TT 6S ot 1 to the creation of new flight propulsion systems. Men en- i : ef wa gaged in this activity at P&WA establish the specific per- Frequent informal discussions among analytical formance and structural requirements of the new product engineers assure continuous exchange of ideas and design it as a complete working mechanism. 

on related research projects. EXPERIMENTAL ENGINEERING Here men supervise ey ee ee aot and coordinate fabrication, assembly and laboratory testing TS we ww: ee of experimental apparatus, system components, and devel- : — _ | ig i I opment engines. They devise test rigs and laboratory setups, / a“ : | : +9 specify instrumentation and direct execution of the actual : et ae Ue “i a test programs. Responsibility in this phase of the develop- . + | ae, : Nips ment program also includes analysis of test data, reporting ; “ot ee ae ~ ver of results and recommendations for future effort. 
7 : / als MATERIALS ENGINEERING Men active in this field a £ ie at P&WA investigate metals, alloys and other materials | CC - x |S — under various environmental conditions to determine their i “él ~ | PS gee usefulness as applied to advanced flight propulsion systems. ie Ve _ by es WM a ) They devise material testing methods and design special | , | fm.) ee test equipment. They are also responsible for the determina- ] i a 8 tion of new fabrication techniques and causes of failures or ’ a a i manufacturing difficulties. 

Under the close supervision of an engineer, 
final adjustments are made on a rig for 

testing an advanced liquid metal system. 
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Exhaustive testing of full-scale rocket engine thrust chambers is 

carried on at the Florida Research and Development Center. 

For further information regarding an engineer- 

ing career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, consult 
your college placement officer or write to Mr. 
R. P. Azinger, Engineering Department, Pratt & 

Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford 8, Connecticut. 

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT 
Division of United Aircraft Corporation 

CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS — East Hartford 

FLORIDA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER — Palm Beach County, Florida 
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Engine Ears early hours of the morning after was given a new coat of paint and 
g the usual spirited Triangle home- is ready again to take his stand at 

(Continued from page 29) coming party. Upon his return, he this year’s St. Pat’s Dance, 

President Dick Stueber opened 1 y 5 9 a2 

the meeting and welcomed all of ; Ges — poe 4 . bs oe 
the new members. Mr. Harold | Fe oF 2 Bg 
Mokwa of Howard Foundry was : te [fe 

the guest speaker for the evening. is i ee a. | 4 
Mr. Mokwa gave a very inter- = oe eda ‘ oe Ns 

esting talk on the uses and some oe. ae: —s oe fe 
of the history of the investment ‘ > we ee {4 - 

casting process. His discussion was . aS % a _ 

accompanied by slides showing the YT te. peas Sa f rane siqoasd wade ‘ le 
operations involved and some of i £ ‘ — : : | 

the castings produced. Refresh- : 7 ha. La 
ments were served following the 4 8 2 : 7 

meeting. I A _— : ) 

The = il meeting will feature ; a a at aa 

Mr. Don Spence of Pelton Steel : ' ih A a. 
Castings Company. : H if Pg Pe De a 

Oscar The Ironman pis H . me sy 

The history of Oscar, Triangle it oe e ee a y 
Fraternity’s mascot, dates back to oc en ee ae ee ee 
when the Engineering Building ve foe ae a8 
was what is presently known as Fe, ; oe | 

the Education Building located : _ —=<Sa feo crc i a 
across the hill from the Law Build- oe - 7 i . 
ing. Oscar, a seven foot pipe man, ‘ = a | a i io 
was originally constructed by engi- i Cte. 4 po 
neering students who placed Oscar : a wa 4 : 
outside the steam lab in the base- a. ee e Heeroma BF 6 7 crepancy, oo : 

ment of the old engineering build- i  — _ ( _ 
ing, blowing steam across the hill oi See So ee 4 
at the lawyers. When the engineer- tf 23 | * a 4 24 
ing department moved to its pres- Lies a ee ee e. Fo. ae 
ent location, Oscar was given to oe _. eS - 
Triangle for safekeeping, a monu- 4 Cee | a oe i 2 s 
ment to the engineer’s supremacy Ae i) . t | bes, oe. 
over the lawyers. 4 . oe ee eee see z 

Each year Oscar is carried forth So a 7 ee [8 | 
to the St. Pat's Dance, where as a Bie 2 eee . - oe 
guest of honor, he proclaims that ae a | eee (os © 
St. Pat was an Engineer. Numer- Lae es a 1 
ous attempts by lawyers to steal ——= = =} To ea — . Pee jee 
Oscar have usually met with fail- \ 4 oo ) fo see 
ure. Four hundred pounds of stain- Le ae 3 ae - hh a8 — 
less steel pipe has been too much J 7 LL ee 
of an obstacle for the limited mus- a . oa 8 oe ce a " oe oe 
cular power of law students. The * eo Rie , oe 
lawyers, however, did manage to fe ooo i — 
dispose of Oscar the Ist via the pee? . : a 
depths of Lake Mendota. Oscar the S a 

2nd, mysteriously disappeared in \ oe 
the busy city of Chicago at Tri- in 

angle’s National Basketball Tour- : _ 
nament in 1954. Oscar the 3rd is 4 ee 

curying on the tradition in fine i Ec sie 
stvle as he sparkles in his blamey ee Oe +e 

green attire. A visit to the Univer- o Oe eee oe ae _ 9s 
sity of Illinois for an Xmas formal ee Ca 
highlighted Oscar's 1959. travels. — a 
Twenty Triangle men from the ‘ill 

U. of 1. whisked him away in the Oscar the Ironman, mascot of Triangle fraternity. 
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These specialized electronics systems munication, Antenna design, Amateur BF PN Se, label] 

are an important part of Collins’ con- radio and Broadcast. a + 
tribution to advancements in military Collins manufacturing and R & D in- g .\ 9 a 
and commercial communication. stallations are also located in Burbank 5 o : FREE : 

Collins was selected over several com- and Dallas. Modern laboratories and re- . a ma a 
panies because it could do the job — search facilities at all locations ensure @ | Pee yc a 

economically, with excellent equipment, — the finest working conditions. : oe yr. s : 

and provide capable engineering assist- Your placement office will tell you m a 
ance for all phases. when a Collins representative will be @ Professional Placement, , 5 : s a MH Collins Radio Company, J 

Collins needs engineers and physicists on campus. Ml Cedar Rapids, lowa / 
to keep pace with the growing demand For all the interesting facts and fig- @ a 
for its products. Positions are challeng- ures of recent Collins developments +} ree send se Se Gollan Signal published 5 
ing. Assignments are varied. Projects send for your free copies of Signal, pub- a 
currently underway in the Cedar Rap- lished quarterly by the Collins Radio : Name : 

ids Division include research and de- Company. Fill out and mail the at- g . 
velopment in Airborne communication, tached coupon today. You'll receive M Address a 

navigation and identification systems, every issue published during this school 5 + 
Missile and satellite tracking and com- _ year without obligation. me cty State dg 

a a 

7 College or University a 
LA aS a 

COLLINS 5 Major degree Minor 7 
wy a a 

+ Graduation date a Graddatendere 
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Robert M. King (B.S. E., Princeton’57, M.S., Carnegie Tech) is investigating applications of the electronic computer in advanced computer 
design. A skilled computer programmer, he has done original work in organizing programs that make possible computer self-diagnosis. * oS
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CONVAIR-POMONA...in Southern California 

offers NEW PROGRAMS with excellent opportunities today for Engineers. 6 
Convair-Pomona, created the Army's newest weapon, REDEYE, Shoulder Fired 
MISSILE and developed the Navy’s ADVANCED TERRIER and TARTAR MISSILES 
and many other, still highly classified programs. a 

Positions are open for experienced and inexperienced Bachelors, Masters and 5 
Doctorates in the fields of Electronics, Aeronautics, Mechanics and Physics. 2 

ADVANCEMENT opportunities are provided for the competent engineer a8 fapidly eee » 
as his capabilities will permit in currently expanding programs. 

PROFESSIONAL ENVIRONMENT — CONVAIR-POMONA'S facility is of modern de- , 
sign and completely air-conditioned. You will work with men who have pioneered Cae 

the missile industry and are now engaged in some of the most advanced programs ue 
in existence. ‘ @ 

ADVANCED EDUCATION —Tuition refund is provided for graduate work in the field 3 LS 
of your specialty. Company sponsored in-plant training courses offer the Engineer & 
the finest of educational opportunities. g 

CALIFORNIA LIVING — Suburban Pomona offers lower living costs and moderate 
priced property, unexcelled recreational facilities, freedom from rush hour traffic 
and the ultimate in comfort and gracious living. @ 

Contact your placement office immediately Cc oO N VAI R/ Mi Ni 
to assure yourself of a campus interview Convair Division of 
with Convair-Pomona. 

If personal interview is not possible send G EN E RAL DYNAM i cS 
resume and grade transcript to B. L. Dixon, 
Engineering Personnel Administrator, Dept. Cc oO R PO RATI oO Ni 
CM-500, Pomona, California. . . 

Pomona, California 
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This huge research center at Whiting, Indiana, is only oratory, not shown here, is the largest laboratory of 

part of Standard Oil’s research facilities. A recently its kind in the country. In addition, large research 

completed technical service and quality control lab- laboratories are operated by several affiliates. 

Where the fuels of the future are born! 

From time to time, we are asked if gasoline burning, highly-reliable solid fuels has been a 

and oil today really are better than they were realcontributionto America’smissile program. 

five or ten years ago. People can’t see the Since our first research laboratory opened 

difference, smell it, or feel it. 69 years ago, research scientists of Standard 

The answer is an emphatic yes. And this Oil and its affiliated companies have been re- 

aerial view of Standard Oil’s research center sponsible for many major petroleum advances 

at Whiting, Indiana, is graphic evidence of —from making a barrel of oil yield more gas- 

the extensive research work that goes on be- oline to discovering a way to revive almost-dry 

hind the scenes day in and day out. wells. Each process had the effect of adding 

Thousands of research experts—chemists, billions of barrels to America’s oil reserves. 

engineers, and technicians—work together in At Standard Oil, scientists have an oppor- 

Standard’s modern laboratories, improving tunity to work on a wide variety of challeng- 

present fuels and lubricants and developing ing projects. That is one reason why so many 

new ones for cars that will not be a reality young men have chosen to build satisfying 

until about 1965! Rocket fuels, too, are being careers with Standard Oil. 

developed. Standard’s development of clean- by 

& 
STANDARD 

STANDARD OIL COMPANY oe 
THE SIGN OF PROGRESS... 

910 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO 80, ILLINOIS THROUGH RESEARCH 
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C @ d AL THE BIRTH OF A NEW PHYSICS HOW TO INCREASE YOUR 

———— Saat CREATIVE OUTPUT By |. Bernard Cohen 
THE PHYSICS OF TELEVISION Price: 95¢ Pitees, $1:30 

By ri snd brane In this fresh account of the sci- “How To Increase Your Creative 
One of de tae. technological entific ferment following the Ren- — Output,” is a new booklet devel- 

triumphs of this century, television aissance, Dr, Cohen tells, through oped specifically to help companies 
ig the Host advanced, to date, the lives of Copernicus, Galileo, raise the level of creativity among 
of human communication over ap- Kepler, and Newton, the story of their technical personnel. It is de- 
precinble distances. ‘The Physies the search for a new physics—a signed to be supplied by manage- 
of Television is a clear and fresh physics to describe the dynamics ment to each member of the tech- 
ASCOT GE HOW Tea have leamed of a moving universe, In dynamics nical staff and provides practical 
to control electrons, photons, and with Aristotelian physics, Coper- guideposts for understanding the | 
electro-magnetic waves'to produce Ticus’s concept of an earth in mo- creative process and for increasing 
instantaneous moving pictures at tion necessitated bold new explan- — quantity and quality of creative 

great distances. The authors  illu- ations of natural phenomena, from work. . 
minate the many principles of the mechanics of rolling balls to / A special feature of the booklet 
physics that are applied th televi- the motions of stars and planets. isa double-spread Flow Chart of 
sion systems, and they explain how This search culminated in New- the Creative Process, giving the 
the recent solution of problems in ton s master stroke, the formula- twelve steps and sub-steps in crea- 
developing color television has tion of the law of universal grav- tivity in order in which they most 
thrown new light on the processes itation and his related laws, which frequently occur. Included also is 
Of the hiiman-eve. are the foundation of modern sci- information on the “do’s” and 

Donald G. Fink, Director of Re- ence and | technology and which don’t’s” of defining a problem, how 
search of the Piles Corporation represent “the creative accomplish- to get underway in solving a crea- 
since 1952, was bom in Engle- ment of the human spirit at its pin- tive problem, and practical sugges- 
wood, N.J., in I9LL, He graduated nacle. tions on stimulating the creative 
from M.LT, in 1933 and became an Dr. I. Bernard Cohen, one of PEOCESS, ; 
editor of Electronics Magazine. America’s outstanding science his- How To Increase Your Creative 
Following World War IL service as torians, has edited the scientific Output,” was prepared by Deutsch 
an expert consultant, Office of the papers of Issac Newton and Benja- and Shea, Inc., technical man 
Secretary of War, he became edi- min Franklin and has written many power consultants and is one of a 
tor-in-chief of Electronics. Mr. books, including Science, Servant series of publications on creativity. 
Fink was president of the Institute of Man. Until recently, Dr. Cohen CRYSTALS AND CRYSTAL of Radio Engineers in 1958. was editor of Isis, the official jour- GROWING 

David M. Lutyens received his nal of the History of Science So- By Holden and Singer 
B.A. degree in science from Mag- ciety and is now Professor of the ’ Price: $1.45 ° 
— aalleees em ridge | oa Bnstony of Science at Harvard, This exploration into the beauti- 

major ‘in thes British Army She . These books may be purchased by Pook fon ee cae & hr taught physies in England. > eaiting to Anchor Books, Doubleday & rook or the ama ct Selentst. ‘to 
) Zompany, Inc., Garden City, New York. explain fully the theory and prac- 
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Sneed’s Review for me, and the other half would | 2 

(Continued from page 40) oie complied, eee Proud of your School: 
tice of the modern crystallogra- Dr. William A. Van Bergeijk, a 
pher’s remarkable art. Not only native of Holland, came to this =~ [ 1 
does the reader acquire a deep country on a Fulbright Scholarship | — La | feeling for the eternal conflict be- in 1953. He received his Ph.D. at >] =! 
tween order and disorder in na- Iowa State University and has won “oy 2 a * a | | 
ture, but he learns the simple fellowships at Woods Hole Marine eh The - eA Tt feo 
methods whereby he can grow and Biological Laboratories. Since “se a 7 
experiment with a dozen basic 1956, he has been on the research gee 7 \ ‘ a 
crystal types. Today, the compre- staff at Bell Telephone Labora- | eae a “ hension of the nature and behavior tories. j eer S, 
of crystals is essential to most Edward E. David, Jr., is Assist- Ys eee au 
branches of science, paritcularly ant Director of Visual and Acous- Boa ae i 
mineralogy, chemistry, solid-state tics Research at Bell Telephone | 27 LE BE Er 
physics, metallurgy, and elec- Laboratories, where he works with seas Le PROUD 2 
tronics. physical and biological scientists | ’ Pe 

Alan Holden, a physical chemist in fundamental studies cf how man OF YOUR a 
on the research staff of Bell Tele- can most effectively operate the | 
phone Laboratories, co-authors the machines he is aneurin | | WORKING TOOLS... u 
book with Phylis Singer who | n A.W.FABER 
teaches mathematics and art at the NEW BOOKS ON NUCLEAR | | CASTELL Mr 
Far Brook School, Short Hills, N. J. REACTORS | be , , A eomprehong : | helps the hand that im comprehensive collection of | L==] he fut & 

WAVES AND THE EAR current information on nuclear re- shapes the future rey 
By Van Bergeijk, Pierce, and David actors, their design, construction, e #9000 CASTELL Pencil m 

Price: 95¢ and operation, and operation of [with world’s finest 
Man has always been concerned “hot” laboratories, for handling of | Ray natural graphite that in 

about sound, but in recent years radioactive materials, has now Cam tests out at arbon than A 
more attention has been devoted been made available for distribu- fa oo pure ticrolette a | 
to its understanding and control. tion to all interested persons. <| ene process this el | 
This has resulted in fascinating The books are based on papers OE graphite into a drawing [IEA 
discoveries—that fish “talk” in presented at the 1957 Nuclear Con- | Rip lead that lays down si 
pleasurable inventions—stereo- gress, a joint meeting held in Phil- F graphite Saturated, of B 
phonic sound; and in fundamental —adelphia under the auspices of | TRUM intense opacity. Extra 
knowledge—the transmission of twenty-five major scientific and felig strong to take needle- 
nerve impulses to the brain. Waves _ technical groups. Rdg point sharpness without 
and the Ear discusses with clarity Volumes I and II, titled Advances 5 vipa 
the physical nature of sound waves in Nuclear Engineering, were ed- | | tm Fece, consistantly 
and the physiology of the ear itself. ited by John R. Dunning of Colum- | uniform, 8B to 10H. 
Blending together the latest find- bia University and Bruce R. Pren- SIM +9800 SG LockTiTs 
ings of acoustics, anatomy, elec- tice of General Electric Company hei TEL-A-GRADE Holder, 
tron psychology, hydro-mechan- —_ and Chairman of the Nuclear Con- a perfectly balanced, 
ics, zoology, phonetics, and hi-fi gress Program Committee. They | #[& eee 
engineering, this book is basic to deal with the design of nuclear re- 4 Relieves finger fatigue. 
an understanding of all sounds, in- actors and their cores, educational [Be Unique degree 
cluding those we cannot hear. use of reactors, metallurgy, instru- indicating device. 4 

The authors say this about mentation, heat transfer, problems cu— #9030 imported Refill 
sound: “When I think about hear- of corrosion and materials, and re- cu Leads, matching _ yt 
ing, I sometimes try to imagine lated topics. The two volumes, con- | SE=# exactly #9000 pencil y 

ne. o—% in quality and grading, what I would feel, what sort of taining over 1100 pages and more S—=% 7B to 10H, packed in 
person I would be, had Ibeen born than 900 illustrations, are sold as ==% yeusable plastic tube 
totally deaf. I would not be able a set for $35. Most of the 138 arti- == with gold cap. 
to enjoy music or speech. Only cles in volumes I and II are also | S=% A man advancing in 
with much and arduous training available in single-copy format at | a his career just 
would I learn to speak coherently 30 cents each. | SF naturally seats ted to 
or, for that matter, to speak at all, The third volume, Hot Labora- | Vd Pele neal *Vou'll 
unless someone somehow could tory Operation and Equipment, | 4 be wise to begin now. 

| convey to me by other means that edited by Frank Ring, Jr., of Oak | | 
there is such a thing as sound. It Ridge National Laboratory, con- A.W.FABER - CASTELL 
would be dangerous for me to ven- tains the most complete informa- Pencil Co., Inc., Newark 3, N. J. 

| ture out in the street, because I tion currently available on devices | 
| could not hear an approaching car —_ and techniques for handling radio- SS 

nor the warning cry of a bystander. active materials. | 
At least half of life would not exist (Continued on page 58) 
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Exit cones capable of withstanding 

temperatures of 6000° F, represent 

one example of advanced engineer- 

ing being performed by the Hughes 

Plastics Laboratory. 

This photomicrograph (at left) of an etched silicon studies in Advanced Airborne Electronics Systems, 

crystal is used in the study of semiconductor materials. Space Vehicles, Plastics, Nuclear Electronics, Global and 
y! y Pp 

Impurities introduced into crystals such as this form Spatial Communications Systems, Ballistic Missiles... 

junctions for semiconductor devices. and many more. Hughes in Fullerton is developing radar 

In the fast-growing semiconductor industry, Hughes antennas which position beams in space by electronic 

Products, the commercial activity of Hughes, is leading rather than mechanical means. 

the field. Its programs include basic research on semi- The diversity and advanced nature of Hughes projects 

conductor surfaces; alloying and diffusion techniques; provides an ideal environment for the graduating or 

and materials characterization studies to determine the experienced engineer interested in building rewarding, 

electrical effects of imperfections and impurities. long-range professional stature. 

In addition, Hughes Products is developing new semi- 

conductor devices such as parametric amplifiers, high 

frequency performance diodes, and improved types of 

silicon transistors. New techniques are being devised for ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND PHYSICISTS 

casting silicon into various configurations. Also under- Members of our staff will conduct 

way is the development of new intermetallic compounds 

for use in semiconductor devices. CAMPUS INTERV! EWS 

Other activities of Hughes provide similarly stimu- MARCH 30 and 31, 1960 

lating outlets for creative engineering. The Hughes For interview appointment or informational 

Research & Development Laboratories are conducting literature consult your College Placement Director. 

i tix 7 ee 

i es ee . © 1959, HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 

vii, =S ti (‘iér SS 
te — YS q The West's Leader in advanced ELECTRONICS 

le (nny 
vr) @2.) Wi ‘ oe I i Ate NTA Ne | HUGHES | 

yy a ee ee N e ~---------- 

ai, Pail py a" i ay YO! HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 

| - ee sw Sy Culver City, El Segundo, Fullerton, 

f oe . \ \ .N Newport Beach, Malibu and Los Angeles, California 

j Gs A VA Tucson, Arizona 

f oe WS 3 ‘ zm I A 4S 

i ccmmamenes.iaee : \) a Falcon air-to-air guided missiles, shown in an environmental 

4 r mW" strato chamber are being developed and manufactured by Hughes 

ee engineers in Tucson, Arizona. 
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THE SILVER LINING CONCRETE BOATS row-boats, and bridge pontoons. 
One of his barges, which was built November, 1920 December, 1920 in 1906 for i military harbor at 

ARD coal is twenty dollars a The first concrete boat on rec- Spezzia, for the use of the Italian 
H ton in Madison this fall. ord was a rowboat built in 1849, at Navy, was subjected to the very 

Every time a professor  Carces, France, by M. Lambot. It severe test of being driven against throws a shovelful of coal into the is interesting to note that this boat some piling and subsequently 
furnace he says goodbye to ten not only marks the starting of the rammed by a steel towboat, and 
cents, which will account in part history of concrete ship construc- yet showed results so satisfactory 
for the wild and haggard air the tion, but it was also the first ex- that the construction of similar 
faculty will wear during the win- ample of what, today, would be barges followed. The first concrete 
ter.. It is going to be hard work to called reinforced concrete. This boats built in the United States keep the houses warm enough for boat of M. Lambot’s was patented — were a_five-hundred_ twenty-five 
B.V.D.’s and georgette waists. and exhibited at the World’s Fair ton concrete scow, built for the 
Such are the economic effects of in Paris, in 1855, It is said to be San Francisco harbor traffic, and 
peace, And yet, to the optimist, still in service. It was not until some barges built for use at Bal- 
there is a silver lining to the cloud thirty-eight years later that any boa, Panama Canal, in 1910. In of high priced coal dust. If we may further attempts were made to con- 1917, at Redwood City, California, 
judge by the quantity of slate we struct concrete boats. A small boat the San Francisco Shipbuilding 
now receive with our ton of coal, was then built, in Holland, by the Company undertook the construc- 
the miners are now taking it out Fabriek van Cement-Ijzer Werken. tion of an ocean-going cargo ves- 
pretty close to the rind. We have It was called the “Zeeneuve,” or sel of nearly five-thousand tons, been told in the past that Ameri- “Seagull,” and was at first used for three-hundred thirty feet long, and 
can miners took only the easy duck shooters. It was still in use in forty-six foot beam. This boat, 
pickings and left large amounts of 1918 by a cement products com- christened the “Faith,” was coal behind them in such shape pany in Amsterdam. The Fabriek launched March 14, 1918, and 
that it could never be taken out. van Cement-Ijzer Werken first built made her trial trip May 5 in San 
It would seem that they can now barges up to eleven tons capacity. Francisco bay. The trial trip was take out anything that is black and These proved so successful that the entirely successful. The “Faith” has get a good price for it. Apparently _ plans were elaborated and resulted since traveled over thirty-five 
they are leaving nothing behind. in the building of barges sixty-four thousand miles. Her first trip was 
If this is so, we must credit the war feet long, fourteen foot beam, and to Seattle and back. She then went with a noteworthy bit of conserva- of fifty-five tons capacity. The sys- to Peru with lumber, then to tion. We are told that the coal tem of construction consisted Iquiqui, Chili, for a cargo of ni- supply in sight is sufficient to meet briefly, of building longitudinal trate, to New Orleans, via the 
demands for 4000 years. So forty and transverse bulkheads space, Panama Canal, thence to a north- 
centuries from now, about the time approximately six feet apart, thus ern port in Cuba for a cargo of when the coal would otherwise providing a cellular construction sugar for New York. The history of have played out, we may expect which made the craft practically the service given by concrete craft future generations to arise and unsinkable. In 1897, Carlo Gabel- is varied. After reducing the avail- give thanks for the tribulations lini, of Rome, Italy, began the con- able information to a reliable basis, heaped upon us in this year 1920. struction of concrete scows, barges, it appears that, in general, the con- 
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” ores through the liquid with the speed 
S| S od a of sound waves, and deliver their 
wy b ie ay energy to the wave power motor. 
~ r m wey : ‘ ay VA \ Electricity offers an excellent anal- 
2 MN S Ny f \0 ff ogy to explain both hydraulic and 
a > a & ’ / j Ya wave transmission. Direct current 

vie . TE. | a may explain the ordinary hydraulic 
ra iy 7 a rn ae a AH T ya y transmission; alternating current, 
‘§ EES | 8 ey | the wave transmission. The wave 
ve N : eons : et et consists ol fits in ae 

co Bs é a We pUaAle metal cylinders, each fitted with a 
We _ ras —e0 Co 0% 3 q ' e raw 4) piston connected by a crank-shaft 
ime Dy PW AYN de gi 6 Teas wi. ae to any type of high speed prime 

I i, W \ 3 Ae Sah Be ae A , 4 an ele "i mover such as steam, internal com- 
ond Q |. % _ ad Le Sor ae J Sey, bustion engine, or an electric mo- 

. ee " Rad ud W4 ‘ ! Nit =a tor. The wave motor is composed 
o_—~ i ly) * ae AS y of one or more metal cylinders, 

Boe ‘ i bc - a each fitted with a piston designed 
— ...... 9 a = ————— to receive the power wave at the 
ee i i aes | os intake end. The other end of the 
ie i ae ia piston is suitably connected to the 

October, 1903—Mechanical engineers are experimenting in the steam laboratory tool or machine sees ‘9 is oe 2 46 deteriiiie efRcieneles OF MESH Sakines, erated. The simplest application is 
found in such appliances as rock 
drills and riveting hammers. The 
possibilities for this new kind of 

oo. . transmission of power are wide, crete barge or ship is a success apparatus generating the wave mo- almost unlimited 
from the standpoint of design and tions to the machinery which ap- . ‘ 
construction, From the standpoint plies _them to useful work. The MOVING PLATFORMS PROPOSED 
of operation, some difficulty has principle of the method is abso- TO DISPLACE SUBWAY CARS 
been experienced with barges op- lutely distinct from that of hydrau- 
erating in restricted channels un- lic transmission. In this new form 1921 
less these barges are properly of transmission, there is no con- A series of traveling platforms, 
fendered. The sides of a concrete _ tinuous flow; the particles of liquid each moving three miles an hour 
vessel are apparently more tender merely pulsate backward and for- faster than the preceding one, has 
than the sides of a steel ship and ward about a mean _ position. been proposd by a firm of consult- 
require, therefore, greater care in The pressure impulses set up by ing engineers for cross-town use in 
handling where obstacles are likely the wave-power generator travel (Continued on page 47) 
to be encountered, and where pos- 
sible, a greater amount of fender- 
ing than is usually applied to a 
smaller steel vessel. This tender- 
ness is not so important in the case 
of a ship as it is in the case of in- : , ~ 
land water craft. Whether a ship ‘ 4 ~~ 
is of steel or concrete, makes rela- Nes E i ha : 
tively little difference when one be a . ' 
takes into account the impact of so | a / | e.. be at 
large a moving mass. | te | : Sh a 

WAVE TRANSMISSION OF POWER ie i ae hc Ee ey 

There are at present five meth- ‘ : fi be vo “4 YeyGe. 
ods in commercial use for the ~~) ay a + tl ae | 
transmission of power; namely, ioe ie A i 
steam, direct mechanical, electric, — e * 
compressed air, and hydraulic. tee oa Diipny Be : 
Wave transmission, or “sonic” : oe Rie 
transmission, is the name used to . ee eee a ? 
describe a sixth method in which . a a ‘ 
waves or pulsations are set up in ; : A ek . 
an enclosed column of liquid. The Misia. See bie | CC p 
liquid, usually water, is contained 1893—metallurgical engineers learning the fundamentals of the drop forge 
in a flexible pipe connecting the and hand forging in the early forge shop. 
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Saint Pats Dream 

The good saint dreamed, Saw lawyers bowing, lawyers scraping, 

In fancy dim saw scenes drift by, Filling all the air with wails, 

Saw lawyers pass until it seemed, Heard them pleading and beseeching, 
The whole of life had gone awry! Saw them ride along on rails! 

He dreamed-in dreaming planned, And the P: A. D.’s did grumble, 
A day of days, a joy indeed, And the Fiddledephees did groan, 

For all true sons within the land, Egg-filled pockets made them tremble, 

Who duty-bound upheld his creed. As they stood before the throne. 

Saw the gathering of his forces, “Hail the King!” the plumbers shouted, 
Hurling war cries to the breeze, And the shysters bowed in fear, 

Lords of Nature’s vast resources, Their downfall plainly flouted, 

Masters of the land and seas. By old Saint Pat the Engineer! 
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... THE EXPLORATION OF SPACE | 
| Since its inception nearly 23 years ago, tier will advance at an accelerated rate. will be made of the moon and the plan- | the Jet Propulsion Laboratory has given The preliminary instrument explora- ets and of the vast distances of inter- 

the free world its first tactical guided mis- tions that have already been made only planetary space; hard and soft landings sile system, its first earth satellite, and seem to define how much there is yet will be made in preparation for the time its first lunar probe. to be learned. During the next few years, when man atlast sets foot on newworlds. In the future, under the direction of the payloads will become larger, trajectories In this program, the task of JPL is to National Aeronautics and Space Admin- will become more precise, and distances gather new information for a better un- istration, pioneering on the space fron- covered will become greater. Inspections derstanding of the World and Universe. 
“We do these things because of the unquenchable curiosity of | Who, at this present time, can predict what potential benefits Man. The scientist is continually asking himself questions and to man exist in this enterprise? No one can say with any accu- then selfing out to find the answers. In the course of getting racy what we will find as we fly farther away from the earth, these answers, he has provided practical benefits to man that _ first with instruments, then with man. It seems to me that we have sometimes surprised even the scientist. are obligated to do these things, as human beings!’ “Who can tell what we will find when we get to the planets? DR. W. H. PICKERING, Director, JPL 

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

JET PROPULSION LABORATORY 
A Research Facility operated for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 
Employment opportunities for Engineers and Scientists interested in basic and applied research in these fields: INFRA-RED « OPTICS ¢ MICROWAVE * SERVOMECHANISMS + COMPUTERS * LIQUID AND SOLID PROPULSION ¢ ENGINEERING MECHANICS STRUCTURES ¢ CHEMISTRY ¢ INSTRUMENTATION * MATHEMATICS AND SOLID STATE PHYSICS 

Send professional resumé for our immediate consideration. Interviews may be arranged on Campus or at the Laboratory. 
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. . . mitter without introducing any in- then selecting from the remainder, 

Science Highlights terference requires a laborious one which assigns the original fre- 

(Continued from page 27) examination of many “old” trans- quencies to the largest number of 

mitters. old transmitters. This procedure is 

visions will be made for determin- Such an assignment may in fact impractical because the number of 

ing their temperature coefficients be impossible without changing cases to be examined, though finite, 

by calibrating them at tempera- the frequency of one or more old is so enormous (exceeding 10°") 

tures from 50 to 100° Fahrenheit. transmitters. This, in turn, may that the investigation could not be 

Although the Bureau now cali- create new interferences in the sys- carried out in a reasonable time 

brates tension-measuring devices tem and require alteration of the even on the most rapid electronic 

only to 111,000 pounds, it will be frequencies of still more transmit- computer. What is needed is a 

able te ealibrate devices in both ters. The insertion of a new trans- _ systemic, rather than an exhaustive 

tension and compression to 1,000, mitter into the network has some- procedure. , 

000 pounds in the new machines. times required frequency changes The Bureau’s efforts toward such 

These additional capabilities should at as many as eleven old transmit- a procedure can be roughly div- 

greatly accelerate the extension of ters. Such changes are expensive ided into two categories, which 

Hodérn fores measuring methods. and disturb the smooth operation may be called ad hoc methods and 

of the system, since pilots must be — model construction. The prelimi- 

informed of and become accus- nary direction of the ad hoc activi- 

TEETER Tay MARKERS” tomed to the alterations. An addi- ties was suggested by the fact that 

tional requirement introduced into many new transmitters require 

The National Bureau of Stand- frequency assignment is therefore changing at most one old trans- 

ards, at the request of the Federal the limitation of the number of — mitter. As a temporary aid to the 

Aviation Agency, is studying auto- changes. FAA and an introduction to the 

matic computation methods for de- As the frequencies and transmit- general problem, a routine has 

termining the best possible operat- ters (old and new) are finite in been written to make such “easy” 

ing frequencies for radio transmit- number, ther are only a finite num- frequency assignments when pos- 

ters used as “road markers” on air ber of ways in which frequencies sible. 

lanes. can be assigned throughout the The major activity in the model 

A network of such transmitters network. This means that in prin- construction area has been the 

marks routes between cities in the ciple the problem could be solved examination of a formulation 

United States by sending out sig- by examining all such network- which reduces the frequency as- 

nals which assist pilots in flying a wide assignments, rejecting those signment problem to the maximi- 

straight-line course. The rapid ax which lead to interference, and zation of a sum. Computational 

pansion of commercial and mili- AR a ee i 

tary air operations makes it neces- aXe /o | ee ‘ <r. YN 

sary to add a substantial number of AS , > «a “i 7 . ae a Gad 

new transmitters to this network 4 | y on (4 SS i, 

each year, The locations of these ay cual 7 , 

transmitters are determined by  —— | “a, ’ _ y i" 7 

technical and economic considera- “aad ‘ » Pa : Ss A ‘ 

tions. However, the choice of car- io ‘ y S | 

rier frequencies constitutes a sur- ee 4 > : 

prisingly difficult combinatorial Pas | , a 

problem. Efforts to solve this prob- dei] Vo 

lem are being carried out by the S| | oa 

Bureau's Applied Mathematics On : Soe 

Division. a ay \ 4 
‘ oe - ? 

The difficulties of frequency se- % : 2 

lection stem from the fact that ‘ v : sided Sj " 

transmitters with identical or neigh- a \ yi y <7 

boring carrier frequencies must be x ‘ fp nd y 4 ei 

spaced widely enough to prevent “ ‘ ps Ed - a $ 

signal interference, Furthermore, > ¢ =e" ee oe 

| this must be accomplished within 7 as a 7 s yA x 

the range of 100 discrete frequen- . Go ia si " vd o> 

cies assigned to FAA, However, . oe a 48 

not only is the “interference ra- . —" , m _aphote Courtesy" Wastngliouse 

dius” of a transmitter large (ap- More than 14 feet in diameter and 30 feet long, this steel frame will house the 

proximately three times the radius world’s largest 3600-rpm_turbine-generator. The unit is now under construction at 

its signal “serves” ) but the number the Westinghouse Electric Corporation’s East Pittsburgh, Pa., plant. 

of transmitters in existence is al- Rated at 384,000 kilovolt amperes, the completed unit is scheduled to be deliv- 

ready considerable and is increas- cred to he Arkansas Power and Light Company’s new station near Helena during 

ing rapidly. For these reasons, as- The 325,000-kilowatt steam turbine to drive the generator is being built at the 

signing a frequency to a new trans- Westinghouse plant in Lester, Pa. 
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. . ‘ and filters out other frequencies. ress roll. In addition, thanks to Science Highlights = * qnenee: = press neh, ee 
By using certain type filters, a mis- high-strength alloys, rolls are being 

methods and computer codes, al- sile or satellite can transmit such increased in length up to 300 

though not immediately applicable information as altitude, pressures, inches. The high-strength alloys 
in this instance, are available for radiation, direction, various gases also allow the rolls to be used with 

this general type of problem, and in the stratosphere or ionosphere, increased pressures. 

efforts are being made to adapt and other valuable information. Another change involves the 
them for frequency selection. Also, with the filter, changes in position of the roll in the paper- 

direction are made possible. With machine. By placing a hot dryer 
such s, it is possible ceive : 2tween successive suction SUBMINIATURE FILTERS IN such filters, it is possible to receive roll between successive suctio 
several messages over the same rolls, the temperature of the water PRODUCTION _ Bs The 

: wire, on the sheet is increased. This ar- 

: acting Hikes ny elephone oon In 1947, the telemetering system, rangement is known as a hot 
a ors saiitaeat “shtevs, which an which uses 23 filters, and auxiliary Press.” As the water temperature is 
used to tran nit ae WASCO for. equipment weighed a total of 207 increased, its viscosity (resistance 

HSS B&O fon ane TESEIVE unOr- pounds, This same type equipment to flow) is decreased, and the suc- 

mavion h i eae. satellites, with the sub-miniature and micro- tion roll can remove more water 
an ot er css exotic uses, are miniature units would weigh 11.1 than it could with the conventional 
growing smaller and smaller, but ue arrangement. b . b . . ounces, THE END 
etter and better. The special core All of the above ideas are de- 

units in the filters have been re- signed to accomplish one purpose, 
red fi f ° . : ae ys 4B Suction Press Rolls increase pean a +a 

a 3. > there are 2: rs tion speeds : ~ ‘ 
in a complete set “nackaige” the (Continued from page 17) Guction eReces: AN DEO iS ‘Gin (BE 

a plete set or package, the increased only as fast as water can 
weight saving alone is tremendous. turers, therefore, are concentrating be removed from the sheet. As the 

The powder core, the working 0” developing the present roll. suction press roll plays an impor- 
member of the filter unit is made of Rolls are being planned that tant part in the removal of water 
molybdenum permalloy powder have greater suction areas. This is from the sheet, it is under constant 
compressed under high pressures, so that the roll can absorb more development, and the men who 
annealed, and then finished. The — water from the felt and sheet be- can improve on its performance are 
filter can transmit and receive in- fore and after they are pressed be- sure to be rewarded for their work. 
formation on certain frequencies tween the suction roll and the top THE END 
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| fgg ye ee p From the hotwell, the conden- 

[ wos en sate is pumped to the feedwater 
AN. Say? pumps, These pumps are usually 

Ea of the reciprocating type and can 

tt . ic ~~ . build up very high pressures. They 
1 : ag 4 ‘oP h iter at bieh ‘wressure / J : sen pump the water at high pressure 

= > . ° * : 
aN : ~ } hs si@| into the boiler room where it is 

Ss wei | again used to generate steam. 
4 — O —  \ & = 4 @ 

=a ae A tC oe NCU ay Make-Up Water 

== Ne — . = Although most of the water used 4 oe a | & 
aT ~ 8 for making steam is condensate, 

U 5 oe a, e Ti i there is bound to be loss some- 
= 7 | | ‘ . 

nat i, nz! -e P| | _ where in the system, Therefore it 

= | aa ee a CS necessary to add raw water. This 
| oa LO A aa | water must be as pure as possible 
| Nala © by i) to prevent slag and mineral depo- 

Take advantage of the | : : q | J a sits from building up in the boiler 
| ma tubes. 

nie ts , , . , 
MECHANICAL | a tJ e +) Raw make-up water is first fil- 

| a Ve tered before being admitted to the 
ADVANTAGE | Pe ee. boiler water system. The filters 

| dtp (3 ; work much like a water softener, 
| Ls a removing minerals and other im- 

| a> y ee purities. Filtered water is then 
The screw is a combination of two ; i ok . pumped to the feedwater pumps, 
mechanical principles: the lever, | 2 vs along with the condensate, and 
and the inclined plane in helical Front, 10 hp drive, 50 gpm conden- from there to the boilers. 
form. The leverage applied to the | ate transfer pump. 
nut combines with motion of the nut | 
around the bolt tovexert tremendous | Back: Surface steam condenser. BEARING OIL CIRCULATION 

clamping force between the two. = eer, sectseeunen sl — 
Ohetof the greatest desien errors | As was previously pointed out, 

today, in fact, is failure to realize | a continuous circulation of the 
the mechanical advantages that | Power Plant bearing oil for the turbine is neces- 
exist in standard nuts and bolts. sary. 
Smaller diameters and less costly (Continued from page 19) . Heart il fr 1 bine 
grades of fasteners tightened to f The eae oil from 7 tur aL 

their full capacity will create far . 5 Rec ea — lows directly into a filter tank, 

stronger joints than those utilizing me - a eo which is located in the auxiliary 
bigger and stronger fasteners tight- TE ENG: Ne. st WDE 2 ae room, directly beneath the turbine 
ened to only a fraction of their charged into the pond in order to . In order to reach the outlet 
capacity. Last’ year, one of our érigi- prevent freezing room. In order to reach the outle 

hi anufacturer ho’ oO he tan he oil mus Ow neers showed a mi acturer how , f the tank, tl ] t fl 
he could save $97,000 a year simply through some filtering device, such 
by ualng all the mechanical auvane | BOILER WATER CIRCULATION as cloth bags mounted on a wire 
BESO 8 Teapsexper swe Braces | = . frame. These filters must be cleaned 
When you graduate, make sure | The water that is used for the -eoularly to re » sludve and dirt 

you consider the mechanical advan- | purpose of generating steam is rep arly to remove sludge and dir 
tages that RB&W fasteners provide. - trolled in the t ibine-auxili: W particles. From the filter tank, the 
And make sure, too, that you con- | CONITONeC I ot 5 aes oil passes through the cooler and 
sider the career advantages RB& W room, and hence it is considered in ee he turbine 

: ei : a returns to the turbine, 
offers mechanical engineers—in the this report. Condensate from the 

design, manufacture and application | )otwell of the condenser and raw 
of mechanical fasteners. If you're | make-up water are the two types CONCLUSION 
interested in machine design—or 3 aa 1 ‘i ‘lee 1 siwctsie si indiste ill 
sales engineering, write us for more of water that constitute the boiler a he € ectric power in ustry wi 

information. | feed-water. continue to be important to us as 

| long as our need for electricity 
RUSSELL, BURDSALL & WARD | Condensate exists, And this need will not only 
BOLT AND NUT COMPANY s . a . . 3 

Port Chester, N. Y. Condensate is removed from the continue to exist, but it will con- 
| hot-well by means of the hotwell tinue to increase with our progress 

A> | pumps. The flow of water must be in modern living. 
A/S | carefully watched so that the level Although the use of atomic en- 

te | in the hotwell does not become too ergy is beginning to appear more 

Ex high or too low. If the level be- widely and will take over as the 
pr . | comes too high, water will rise in- heat source for generating steam, 

115 year Mew i to the condenser and cause an in- the use of steam turbines, includ- 
A x | efficiency in condensation; if the ing auxiliaries, and electrical gep- 

yp level falls, the hotwell pumps will erators cannot be eliminated. 
us | run dry and lose their prime. THE END 
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‘as 3. cooling in the box, reheating and then quenched in water or oil. 
Carburizing Steel twice to the desired tempera- This treatment will give a hard, 

(Continued from page 21) ture, each reheat followed by fine-grained case but the core will 
quenching and finally tem- remain tough. If parts are heated 

ECONOMIC ADVANTAGES OF pering. within the hardening range of the 
CARBURIZING METHODS ; . . . steel in the core before quenching, 

Pack or gas carburizing is used 1 hina quenching, (izectly Hos both the core and the case will be 
when heavy cases are required. Of the box, water 18 HSOG..28 8. Quechee hardened, The core will have a fine 

these two methods, gas carburizing = 8 oe — eae = steels grain structure, and the case will 
- a il is use ‘ carburizing S COREE — ssahi 4 is the more advantageous because <— ah ae Saf enter be coarse. After quenching, the 

it eliminates the time lost in bring- the a be “Bed i ype sndives sel parts are tempered at low tem- 
ing the packing boxes up to tem- the carburizing temperature sel- peratures to relieve stresses. 

perature. The labor of packing and dom exceeds 1650 degrees Fahren- If a fine grain structure is desired 
unpacking carburizing boxes is heit. To relieve the stresses caused throughout the case and core of 

also eliminated and there is no by quenching, the parts are ae parts cooled in boxes from the car- 
- ered 2 emperatures after ‘oi ADEPATUTG ‘ 5 need to unload cars of carburizing ae be low temper are iL burizing temperature, the double 

compounds. Finally, the costs of the quenching operation. The dis- quench method is used. The parts 
gas are very low compared to the advantages of this treatment are are heated to the hardening range 

cost of the solid materials used in the amount of WOTPAGG and distor- of the steel in the core, and then 
pack carburizing tion because of oe high quenching quenched in oil. Next, they are 

. temperatures and a rittle condi- heated to the hardenin 3 > of ee Sin in, dn ' : Ya a g range o 
Liquid carburizing is the most tion of the steel due to the grain the steel in the case and are 

desirable method of carburizing veowth: at hieh temperatures ce ST a 
when relati . asx g a g pers “S- quenched in water or oil. The parts when relatively thin cases are re- . 
quired. This method has distinct Carburized parts made of steels — are then tempered to remove 

Ss 2 SS oe which coarsen at the carburizing enching stresses. The first rehea advantages over pack and gas car- homperstere Se ee aaa cated ie quenching stre sees ne Re reheat 
burizing. It allows for fast heat th oe nd h xt tr ated ut 1] ater ‘ Ee | E ea] = - 
Manctar » marie. 1 vinne the e box a eat treated ata later size and high physical properties in transfer to the parts, and since the tine to develop desixed properties the core. and. the secon rcheat 

parts are covered with the salt solu- P. 7 1 ove y 7 as ; :, ; i s i H 
: slaeen, aw ciceos arts the eed great wear-resist- é onc Y es small gra tion, oxidation is eliminated dur- ints that need great . ope Oe, BRO Recs Sues Brae 

ing heating. Upon removal from the ance are heated within the hard- size and high hardness in the case. 
ath. Piha : ning range of the steel in the case THE EN salt bath, a film of the salt com- ening range of the st $ THE END 

pound adheres to the surfaces and 
prevents oxidation during transfer | | iia cea aiaaics SS ee = 
to the quench tanks. The quench- | Seeman  f @ 7) Oe tye 
i i af | i bg Mw is tg | tee Sos A ing medium removes this film leav- | | | a uo ; |. (J ee oe Ny rr 

ing the surface cleaner than before || jum ME e [ee ey 
hardening. For these reasons many | fj > & FCW ene Le ie eg. tae 
parts can be finish machined and 1 oe > | * .. ee a Yo tare! ‘ et 
ground prior to hardening, and full | | | ®@ i —— 8 caeia ¢ ae 74 
advantage taken of the extreme “ a. ~ ee oy a. ee i \ 
skin hardness. However, the pri OE Oe ike : (ae / | : . . eae > 2 pH ee | hk pe A) a) | (a 
mary fact which makes this process ~ | ‘ a a ily bl NA, 

s es _ : Sane ae more adaptable and less expensive — Je Maa | 
than gas or pack carburizing is the " oS S| Mo tanh Lez 
speed in which parts can be hard- in a San a 

—rrrr———“=‘“=‘EEE ‘ 7 wen ened — | el 
Ae 

TREATMENT AFTER CARBURIZING FATIGUE SPIN RIG uses compressed air to drive JET ENGINE BEARING TESTING MACHINE tests 
| balls around the bore of a test cylinder to deter- main rotor ball bearings under actual operating 

After the carburizing treatment | mine cylinders static fatigue life. conditions of load and lubrication, 

is completed, the composite steel, . e “ uw 
having a low-carbon core and a Fafnir works with unknowns to come 
high-carbon case, is heat treated in | ° * a I 
different ways, depending on the | up with ball bearings you ll need : 

results wanted. The three principal | In many fields of industry and technology, ing. It is another reason why you are likely 
heat treatments for carburized depends in large measure on to find Fafnir ready with the answers— | progress dep g' a 
parts are: | solving increasingly complex ball bearing should bearing problems some day loom 

problems. Bearing materials and lubricants large for you. Worth bearing in mind. The 

1. quenching directly from the ve yet to be perfected that can take cer- Fafnir Bearing Company, New Britain, 1 ) have yet P : 
carburizing box at the carbur- tain temperature extremes. Higher speeds Connecticut. 
izing temperature and tem- and heavier loads pose formidable prob- Write for booklet, “Fafnir Formula For Solving 

dering: : lems. So does miniaturization. Bearing Problems” containing description of Fafnir 
Dering ‘To help its research engineers probe engineering, research, and development facilities, 

2. cooling in the box, reheating | ine unknowns in these and other areas, 
once to the desired tempera- | ‘The Fafnir Bearing Company maintains the F A FF S| i R 
ture, quenching and temper- most up-to-date facilities for metallurgical = 

ing; a . research, and bearing development and test- CS» BALL BEARINGS 

2 I <>” MOST COMPLETE LINE IN AMERICA 
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Nosing its way down to earth, X-15’s skin of a high-Nickel-containing alloy will glow with the dull cherry red of a tossed rivet. 

carry first man into ‘nace 
> Caerery metal problems, and has compiled a Alloy perfected by Inco’s continuing research Program weal of ntotmation t HAD vou 

will help new rocket plane withstand destructive heats You may be designing a machine 
that requires a metal that resists 

When the first manned rocket plane stands even higher temperatures co oe 
streaks in from space, temperatures than 1200°F! destructive combination of wondi- 

pee uP to as high as twelve Remember this dramatic example tions. Inco Research can help supply 
Gree Cee Tees . if you’re faced with a metal problem the answer. Help supply the right 

The ship’s nose and leading edges in the future. It may have to do with metal, or the right technical data 
heat to a dull glowing red in seconds. product design, or the way youmake __ from its files. 
At this destructive temperature, jt. In any event, there’s a good chance When you are in business, Inco 
X-15's_ metal skin could weaken, Inco Research may help you solve it Nickel and Inco Research will be at could peel off. with a Nickel-containing alloy. your service. 

Aircraft research personnel found 0 th Tne . hi ‘ : the answer to this high-temperature a teen nee: Researc : as Re ieernational Nickel Company, Inc., 

problem in one of a family of heat- successfully solved a good many ew! York, No¥ 
treatable nickel-chromium alloys . 
developed by Inco Research. It with- geo, Inco N l ckel makes metals perform better longer 
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a ee eae poe ay 
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| a _ | One of the sharpest photos ever taken of Exact position of photograph in relation 

_ ' / — _ sun’s surface, It, and hundreds of others — to the total sun surface is shown here. Plotting 
_ . —— taken by stratoscope, may answer mystery and photography of precise areas was made 

| oo — _ of violent magnetic disturbances on earth. possible by airborne RCA television. 

_ a RCA REPORTS TO THE NATION: 

7 Be REMARKABLE NEW PHOTOS UNLOCK 

FF Special RCA Television, operating from stratosphere, 
. : , / helps get sharpest photos of sun’s surface ever taken 

_ fF / Scientists recently took the first, ground to view exactly what the tele- 
: sharp, searching look into the center of scope was seeing aloft. This accom- 

| _ our solar system. It was achieved not plished, it was a simple matter to 
F by a missile, but by a balloon posted achieve precise photography—directed 

_ in quiet reaches of the stratosphere. from the ground by means of a separate 

| The idea was conceived by astrono- _ RCA radio control system. 
: mers at the Princeton University Ob- The resulting pictures reveal sun- 
& servatory. They decided that a floating spot activities in unprecedented detail. 

ej observatory —equipped with a tele- They provide the world with important 
oe scope-camera— would offer a stable information regarding the magnetic 

eee “ “work platform” from which sunspots disturbances which affect navigation 
 #- i. could be photographed free of thedistor- and long-range communications. 

i © | | tion caused by the earth’s atmosphere, The success of “Project Stratoscope” 
tes.» i But “Project Stratoscope” encoun- js another example of RCA leadership 
' ‘ i : tered an unforeseen and major obstacle jn advanced electronics. This leader- 

gs i on its initial flight. A foolproof method ship, achieved through quality and 
: a was needed for aiming and focusing dependability in performance, has al- 
' LAr the telescope of the unmanned observ- ready made RCA Victor the most trusted 

J s—~ i atory. Princeton asked RCA to help. name in television. Today, RCA Victor 
-s A special RCA television system was television sets are in far more homes 
“ devised which enabled observers on the than any other make. 

Going up for “good seeing.” Un- 
manned balloon-observatory starts its 
ascent to take sunspot photos. “Project 
Stratoscope” is a continuing program RA D | O CO R PO RATI (@) N O F A M E R | CA 
of the Office of Naval Research and 
the National Science Foundation. THE MOST TRUSTED NAME IN ELECTRONICS 
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OLLO W i HE _JEADER is no game 

with Delco. Long a leader in automotive radio engineering and 

production, Delco Radio Division of General Motors has charted a 

similar path in the missile and allied electronic fields. Especially, we are 

conducting aggressive programs in semiconductor material research, 

and device development to further expand facilities and leadership 

in these areas. Frankly, the applications we see for semiconductors are 

staggering, as are those for other Space Age Devices: Computors ... 

Static Inverters . . . Thermoelectric Generators . .. Power Supplies. 

However, leadership is not self-sustaining. It requires 

periodic infusions of new ideas and new talent—aggressive new talent. 

We invite you to follow the leader—DELco—to an exciting, 

profitable future. 

If you’re interested in becoming a part of this challenging 

DeEtco, GM team, write to Mr. Carl Longshore, Supervisor— 

Salaried Employment, for additional information—or talk to our 

representative when he visits your campus. 

Se DrELCcO Rapio Division oF GENERAL Morors 

Koxomo, INDIANA 
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777 EE ae 
e The small gas turbine is an important aircraft and weight mark it as an important power source 

support item used primarily for starting jet engines for common commercial use. AiResearch is the 

and providing on-board auxiliary power. The high _ largest producer of lightweight gas turbines, ranging 

compressed air and shaft outputs for its small size from 30 H.P. to the 850 H.P. unit pictured above. 

EXCITING FIELDS OF INTEREST 

| FOR GRADUATE ENGINEERS 

Diversity and strength in a company offer the and other electronic controls and instruments. 

engineer a key opportunity, for with broad knowl-  « Missile Systems—has delivered more accessory power 

edge and background your chances for responsibil- units for missiles than any other company. AiResearch 
| ity and advancement are greater. is also working with hydraulic and hot gas control 

The Garrett Corporation, with its AiResearch systems for missile accessory power. 

Divisions, is rich in experience and reputation. Its « Environmental Control Systems — pioneer, leading 

diversification, which you will experience through developer and supplier of aircraft and spacecraft air 

an orientation program lasting over a period of conditioning and pressurization systems. 

months, allows you the best chance of finding your Should you be interested in a career with The 

most profitable area of interest. Garrett Corporation, see the magazine ‘“The Garrett 

Other major fields of interest include: Corporation and Career Opportunities” at your 
¢ Aircraft Flight and Electronic Systems— pioneer and College placement office. For further information 

major supplier of centralized flight data systems write to Mr. Gerald D. Bradley... 

THE > CORPORATION 

AiResearch Manufacturing Divisions 

Los Angeles 45, California * Phoenix, Arizona 

Systems, Packages and Components for: AIRCRAFT, MISSILE, NUCLEAR AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 
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Engineer of the largest of its type ever built. fifty thousand units per month 
Presenting advances in aeronauti- were produced as opposed to thirty 

Yesteryear cal research and affording visual five million vacuum tubes per 

(Continued from page 47) lessons for future aeronautical en- month. Although recent produc- 

below deewhich adlies owatex Kom gineers in the mysteries of aero- tion figures are not Rau, it 

the tender. Cooling is effected by dynamics, the tunnel will _Tepro- seems certain that the brs vos 

allowing the returning water to fall duce in proper ratio variations in of transistors now eadua es a 
‘ a : 2 ok barometric pressure up to theo- exceeds, the production of vacuum 

1 ATOw. steams from the roof, retical altitudes of 35,000 feet. It tubes. Furthermore, all evidence 
eens. feo the ee may be operated under pressures seems to indicate that transistors 

ventilators ‘is used in conjunction to four’ times ‘the: atmosphere:near tubes Tar tig eae fotinne, ares as 
a Le ua the earth’s surface. THE END 

with a blower for maintaining the : . 2 
required action on the fire. The Cross-section dimensions of the ‘ . 

engine has shown a fuel economy testing section of the tunnel are Sneed s Review 
which betters that of the com- six feet by ten feet, but it is slightly (Continued from page 41) 
pound locomotives in. service by larger at the turns in order to de- 
25 per cent, while it runs very crease the air turbulence. It is en- ENGINEERING ELECTROMAGNETICS 

smoothly at high speed, this being veloped in steel plates warying By William H. Hayt, Jr. 328 pages. $8.50. 
accounted for by the reduction in from three-cighths to five-cighths The McGraw-Hill Book Com- 
the number of reciprocating parts. of an inch in thickness. ane END pany announces the publication of 

‘ a distinguished addition to the 
MAN-MADE WIND OUTDOES . McGraw-Hill Electrical and Elec- 

1939 ial Transistors tronic Engineering Series, Binge 

Winds, dwarfing by their veloci- (Continued from page 24) neering Electromagnetics, by Wik 
‘i 7s. ¢ a : liam H. Hayt, Jr., Associate Pro- 
ties the destructive rampages of When it is realized that holes and fessor of Electrical Engineering 

typhoons in China seas, will soon electrons have a finite mobility and Bde University ° 
be blowing in Boston, but they there is a definite time required for ee 
will be safely confined within the a hole to cross the base and to be The mew text intvocuens . the 
steel plates of the new wind taken up by the collector, the prob- reader to electromagnetic theory 
tunnel at Massachusetts Institute lem can be easily seen. It has been and enables him to readily under- 

of Technology. largely overcome by producing stand more advanced works: 
In this 75 foot oval shaped transistors with narrower and nar- It includes electrostatics, the 

chamber, scientists have combined rower bases. The second difficulty steady magnetic field, time-varying 
for the first time means for simulat- is the capacity of the base-collector fields and Maxwell’s equations, and 

ing stratospheric flying conditions junction, which causes feed back applications of Maxwell’s equa- 

at high speeds and studying skin at high frequencies, This problem tions. 
friction, turbulence, and flow sep- has also been minimized. The big- Vector analysis is used through- 
aration which are important in de- gest fundamental difficulty is the out. 

signing any kind of machinery that operation at high temperatures. Development follows that of sev- 
handles fluids, such as fans, wind- Operation of germanium. transis- eral more advanced books, but, 
mills, turbines, and pumps. tors above 45 to 55 degrees Centi- treatment is simplified, expanded, 

Thus, man-made gales and grade requires careful attention to and well illustrated with problems 
storms will enable science to study circuit stabilization, and even tem- to help familiarize the reader with 

on the ground man’s newest do- perature variations at lower levels this theoretical subject. 
main of the air, T hirty-five years can cause difficulty. The use of sil- Such techniques as vector anayl- 

BBO, Ab Kitty Hawk, N. Cc. the icon has been found to solve the sis, relativity, and solid-state phys- 
Wright brothers achieved their temperature problem, and silicon ies: are combined into a logically 
first ictal flight. On September 2, transistors are now available for developed, clear, unadorned pres- 
Orville Wright will dedicate this use under poor temperature condi- entation of electromagnetics. 
newest research arm of the air. In tions. The only remaining problem Te dilasteate and daxfy the ase 

his honor it will be known as the is the higher cost of transistors. To- O unustrate ‘ae Glauiny the "use 
Wright Wind Tunnel. day, transistor cost is at least four of Maxwell's equations, the final 

Once they “take off” inside the times greater than that of a vac- iwo chapters provide an nen 
giant testing chamber, model air- uum tube, but more sales and tion to skin effect, wave motion, cir- 

planes will confront all the natural better manufacturing techniques cuit concepts, radiation, and rela- 
flying hazards of their flying will probably reduce the cost of tivistic effects. ; 

brothers, and then some, transistors. The higher cost of tran- A unique feature of the book are 
Wind speeds twice as great as sistors is usually counteracted by the sections on relaxation and itera- 

the 200 mile an hour “blows” of a a lower operating cost. tion methods of experimental 
West Indies’ hurricane will be mapping. 
manufactured by a huge propeller Conclusion A useful innovation is an appen- 

whirled by a 2,000 horsepower The production of transistors has dix on dimensions and dimensional 
four-speed motor. This motor is increased rapidly since 1953, when analysis. THE END 
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New products lead to 

better jobs at Du Pont 

| — _ = lft eC 

out > ie 

ae —~ —* 
a oe : 2 7  #}3&=~=~—* 

4 : oe + 49 

BLUBBER OR RUBBER? 

It looks like a whale, but it’s actually a For qualified bachelors, masters and 
king-size collapsible container for carry- doctors, career opportunities are today 

ing liquids and powders. Bags like this greater at DuPont than ever before. 

are made of fabric woven with DuPont There is an interesting future in this 
“Super Cordura”* high-tenacity rayon vigorous company for metallurgists, phys- 
yarn, coated with DuPont neoprene syn- icists, mathematicians, and electrical 

thetic rubber; capacity: 3,000-20,000 and mechanical engineers, as well as for 
> ae > chemists and chemical engineers. 

gallons. They are among the most dra- 
matic and practical advances in indus- If you join Du Pont, you will be given 
trial packaging. a project assignment almost at once, and 

° a. you will begin to learn your job by doing 
Du Pont has made many contributions it. Advancement will come as rapidly as 

to this field and to practically every kind your abilities permit and opportunities 

of business or industry you can name. develop. DuPont personnel policy is 
Naturally, all this diversified activity based on our belief in promotion from 
creates many interesting jobs. Jobs in within the company on a merit basis. 

research, Jobs in production. And jobs If you would like more information 

in sales and marketing. Good jobs that about opportunities at Du Pont, see your 
contribute substantially to the steady placement officer or write E. I. du Pont de 

growth of DuPont and the people who Nemours & Co. (Inc.), 2420 Nemours 

are the company. Building, Wilmington 98, Delaware. 

“Super Cordura” is DuPont's registered trademark for its high-tenacity rayon yarn 

UPON Taemorr 

Better Things for Better Living . .. through Chemistry 
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Why Frank G. selected I y Fran - selecte Say 

HAMILTON ye 6. F/ gt as 

{\ STANDARD {JA\ gee) 
i DD, mn SOLA OE f — Kes uh zt 

iT ( st y j “rage ed On x . re pres, os 

Ap pa . : Kw i RS ee ee | 

L RZ Ney Ce | os aa if 
te ae ie ee 

FR« G. has now chosen a company to launch his en- bt re = 
gineering career. Previously we have shown you how he y Bi een TO epee = | 

gave Hamilton Standard a thorough looking-over. He was ee ee ~_ ee 

impressed by the spectrum of skills built into Hamilton Se Se eM oy 
Standard’s products and the advanced planning program eee ee 
that predicts future technical and economic trends. Also he arn ee a ae ue | 
learned that participation in small project, design or analy- oe My eg Pg ee 
sis groups permitted unusual latitude to express his ideas Se Be, SST ie 

j So Si Sot ers ter Marl it ag eee 
and to get a job done. oat Ms eee “ <a 

CONCLUSION—Hamilton Standard offered career satis- aS Se (Sie oy 

faction and management potential. ee BS, ine “Ne 

Frank noted that Hamilton Standard, and United Air- igi Oe BvP 
craft Corporation, offer the country’s finest privately owned SL SP i IN alll 

research laboratories. Hamilton Standard is well diversified. Every type of technical talent has helped create the Engineering Excel- 
Products range from tiny thermoelectric generators for sat- lence of Hamilton Standard's products including aerodynamics, thermo- 
ellites to the complex environmental conditioning system dynamics, vibration, servomechanisms, electronics, structures, reliability. 

for the Convair 880. And, of course, the picturesque Con- a eo. WTA 
necticut countryside promises leisuretime living at its best aan eek ia : Ny rs " v4 : 4 

... With New York and Boston just a few hours away. ya ‘ C ikea e Woy 
ae oe : ‘ : | = 

CONCLUSION—Hamilton Standard’s facilities, products i eae | : e Pi JO | 

and locale are superior. woe ie Ti | | jh AP geet || 

- a Oe Hy 

GRADUATE STUDY COMPLETES THE PICTURE ate = | | oy a 
es ee e oe c RE ie i es || mer A 

Frank G. considers Hamilton Standard’s graduate study 0%) ie y a 

program the finest in the industry ...and this sealed the Foleo ws Ny . 
verdict. Knowing that the continuation of his studies will | : : an 

enhance his opportunities for advancement, Frank plans to , 
take advantage of the company’s tuition-paid study pro- \ = 

gram at a choice of universities such as Rensselaer, Yale, Assistant Project Engineer Don Coakley, BSME M.I.T. ‘52, points out per- 
Trinity, Columbia. Yes, Hamilton Standard scored high on formance test reading of a turbo compressor unit to Senior Test Engineer 

Fiank Gos “career exam? Dick Wilde, BSME Yale '56, Test Engineer Jim Holsing, BSME Brown '59. 

CONCLUSION—Whether you are an EE, ME, AE or ee SE ey 
MET why not take a good look now? as Bera || creme EA bg Bae tee 

eS SN ih ee 
LASTS ee ON 

Write to Mr. R. J. Harding for oY Bear. ay e 
“ENGINEERING FOR YOU AND YOUR FUTURE” were Ry 4.) | 

ah A y s oy ~~ A & te ON 

a ey =e Saar om 

DIVISION OF = Soca: * hide ee 
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION ee. : ee 

BRADLEY FIELD ROAD, WINDSOR LOCKS, CONNECTICUT Connecticut offers one of the country's most desirable living areas. 

Choose from city, suburban or urban homesites... unlimited recrea- 

tional and cultural facilities. 
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Sea oa er ere eee oe Ewe SS ee ; ~ ty _ eee ees, 

er nen TN eet a a eee P aia Se 
ae roan, 

a’. ene. 

\ Nn eran caeane en aan 

SH ee —_ 
— | ———-——_—_—--——~___ . 

~ if ie ie en rr 

i eee 3 eae ee “> 

Nee Nay, \ Seer ; 
RSA * Ae uO 7 | 

Qa, syne a fon - ad ran a A 
ee ee eee i com 7x ae he | ae G PN Nese ay cee be " Boh. Seek. 
e cé SS of Ke a us cE J 
. IN cee jue .. oe j 
mA I DNV ae A>) x S RACH WENA aN SGT] Py \A\\ ID fA) WF li Ne Py ie ve ‘ KMS iw Ea A | rq \\ aS —| 7] NE] — Ly - <a \——= = 4 

Ny Ae _ rae - 44s: 
Dp “A ONT 7  eN 

Wars 
a\ \t s The word space commonly represents the outer, airless regions of the universe. 

i) He AS But there is quite another kind of “space” close at hand, a kind that will always B A Ri | challenge the genius of man. hf. Sif ~X& 
as Hy rig, \\ This space can easily be measured. It is the space-dimension of cities and the 

ag : \ distance between them... the kind of space -found between mainland and off- 
4 i HW shore oil rig, between a tiny, otherwise inaccessible clearing and its supply | ce fy ~Eh VY ai a waiti ance—above : \Y _~'B -~@ base, between the site of a mountain crash and a waiting ambulance—above all, 

| NG “Tey ~ Sikorsky is concerned with the precious “spaceway” that currently exists be- 
ees 7 ae tween all earthbound places. 

a a * Our engineering efforts are directed toward a variety of VTOL and STOL 
~ aircraft configurations. Among earlier Sikorsky designs are some of the most 

versatile airborne vehicles now in existence; on our boards today are the ve- 
hicles that can prove to be tomorrow’s most versatile means of transportation. 

Here, then, is a space age challenge to be met with the finest and most practical 
engineering talent. Here, perhaps, is the kind of challenge you can meet. 

] KO RS KY For information about careers with us, please ad- 
Kes dress Mr. Richard L. Auten, Personnel Department. 

SSS} 

=) AIRCRAFT 
One of the Divisions of United Aircraft Corporation 

STRATFORD, CONNECTICUT 
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oe by Todd S. Deutsch 

a 
4/ J 

G Woe’ =a me ve % “A sense of humor is the oil of life’s engine. Without 

Jesennnd wl so? 4S it the machinery creaks, squeaks, and groans. No lot -is 

eck: EG so hard, no aspect of things so grim, but that it relaxes 
rs PEC Ry » os ‘a )| “ez ra PAAR before a hearty laugh.”—TSD 

<7 L/h See 3 ar) : 

B P* =a 
Qe = 

Betcha Didn’t Know .. . Thought of the Month .. . He: “You remind me of an 
ocean, 

. .. transportation costs would “A bathing beauty is a girl worth She: “You mean I’m wild, roman- 
have been less if gold was dis- wading for.” tic, and restless?” 
covered near Fort Knox in- oo F 8 He: “No, you just make me sick.” 

stead of the Klondike. . “Are you the young man who * & 8 
. . . the outstanding contributions jumped in the river and saved my Senior? “Gee, I'm thirsty.” 

of se nee ee they son from drowning when he fell Frosh: “Wait a minute. I'll get 

ima dt SROWERE tate: Inany wores Yes, ma’am. Senior: “I said I'm thirsty, not 
to write an advertisement for “Where’s his mittens?” aite” ° 

condensed milk. oe ™ 2 8 6 Lae : . ® 
... a traffic light is a trick to get ; 

people half-way across the Advice from one Professor to An- Sneedly Jr. 
street safely. other—“Just vary the Monotony.” 

. .. if you want to have fireworks oo «@ 
the Fourth of July i r “ . 

on eee . J y mm you What a day! I lost my job. I Pe 
home, tell your wife you want : f pe 

. ope . lost my billfold, my wife ran away Co 
to do some fishing with the : ' a 
hove with the water meter man, and the .. _ 
a Dodgers lost to the Braves. Its un- PU o 8 @ : : ee 

. believable—leading by three in the ‘ee a 
The gentleman was gazing rap- eighth and they lost to L.A. ~ _ 

turously at “Spring,” a large oil ‘ 3 
painting of a shapely and volup- oes 9 — 
tuous girl clad only with a few A bored cat and an interested cat so “ . | 

strategically arranged leaves. Sud- were watching a game of tennis. a | 
denly, the voice of his wife “You seem very interested in ten- Neue “ 
snapped, nis,” said the bored cat. . — 

“Well, what are you waiting for “It’s not that,” said the interested | \ 
Autumn?” cat, “but my old man’s in the \ \ F 

oe F racket.” j \ a ee 

Captain: “Why didn’t you salute see 3 Die c | 
me this morning?” Ist girl: “I caught my boyfriend Zz i 

Recruit: “I didnt see you, sir.” necking.” -_ a 

Captain: “Well, that’s okeh then 2nd girl: “I caught mine that DS's LiwwbeAt ie, T don't wore fox 

I was afraid you were mad at me. way too. another 20 years! 
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Things men like to hear a girl say: An engineer and a liberal arts “Do you smoke?” 
—“No, I’ve never seen the golf student were sharing a seat on a “No.” 

course at night.” train. He was getting lonesome so “Do you drink?” 

| —“Why bother, there’s no one — the engineer started a conversa- “No.” 
home here.” tion. They soon became a friendly “Do you neck?” 

—“You don’t think this bathing pair. ‘No. a0 
suit is too tight, do you?” “Let’s have a game of riddles to “Well, what do you do for fun? 

—‘Let’s go Dutch.” pass the time,” said the liberal arts I tell lies. 

—“Chaperone? What chap- student. “If I have a riddle that o 8 @ 
erone?” you can’t guess, then you give me 1.4, . ea few a 

—“My, but I’m cold.” one dollar and vice versa.” Me had His hours, a fe fo spare 

—“YES!” “All right,” replied the engineer, ois grace pom was & Pip. 
o ee “but since you are supposed to be To graduate was soon his fare, 

lrritated Prof: “If there are any highly educated in Liberal Arts If he didn’t make a slip. . 

morons in the room, please stand and worldly affairs, do you mind, He ceased to drink and didn't 
up.” therefore, if I only give you fifty smoke, 

After a long silence, a lone fresh- cents; sort of like odds?” His mind was in a trance. 
man stood up. “OK,” said the liberal arts stu- Said please and thank you when 

Professor: “What! Do you con- dent, “You go first.” he spoke 
sider yourself a moron?” “Well,” said the engineer. “What He didn’t take one chance. 

Frosh: “Well, not exactly sir; but has three legs walking and only Then comes the day; he’s almost 

I do hate to see you standing all two legs flying? free 

alone.” ‘T don’t know,” the L.A. student His heart is full of cheer. 
a oe «# replied, and eres your dollar. But they wouldn't give him. his 

A sort of “old fashioned” student W hat's the answer! , degree, 
took his girl for a ride in his car . T dont know either. Here's your ‘Cause he didn’t read the 
near Picnic Point. After finding a fifty cents,” replied the engineer. Engineer. 

nice place to park he kissed her "ee 
softly and said, She: “Aren’t the stars pretty to- 

“This is called spooning.” night?” . j , 
“Okay,” she said, “but ’d much He: “I’m in really no position to 

rather shovel.” say.” 
—_ _ ert . = 

THIS ISN’T FUNNY! a 

MOST SUBSCRIPTIONS EXPIRE IN MAY! 

If you bought a one year subscription in October, it is time to renew. We ask you 
to resubscribe now because we have no staff from May to September to handle 
subscriptions. 

*Subscribe now so you don't miss an issue of the Wisconsin Engineer. 

Fill in the subscription blank below and send with $1.25 for one year or $4.00 
for four years to 

Mechanical Engineering Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

NAME ._. ~~~ ----------- == ee eee 
Please Print (Last) (First) (ni.ial) 

MAILING ADDRESS nen erseeeseecoey rere se OEE REE MERE So ecie ee me meee 

| (Street) 

ity)” tone ~~ St) 

October through May One Year [] Four Years [_] 
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Youre SMART! Ou I 

by Sneedly, PhD 84 

3. You are told to go into Mil- 
waukee and pick up some liquid 
refreshments for a party. You will 

allowed to enter the Union without have to average sixty miles per 
a sliderule clamped on belt! four in order to return in time. i‘ 

Now for this month’s three prob- Hae ‘tip: t eres made at a speed 
: . mee 5 of thirty miles per hour, at what 

lems, which are still worth 10 seed FGSETNE Ge KARATE b ade 
megabucks to the person sending  SP&* Ge t 1S sonny med yi mac s 
in the first set of correct answers. hour? Ch tO BVGIESS SIXTY’ Des. Del 

1. Bill and Mary left their house h 1 
. . » the river and paddled upstream The answers to February’s prob- 

AN March 17 and the St. Pat- by i oe = p | P lems: * fick’s Dav Dance be far off 2 their canoe. As they passed un- ems: 
ERS es renee ie Eo der the old stone bridge, Mary dis- _ ds, 
when there are so many . a is : u proporti ~ 2 8, nubl I . ul looking beards » covered a discarded glove floating 1, Set up the proportion a 5 

Bruddy, Mangy Tooking pears on in the river. Bill continued to pad- 10 . 
the engineering campus? The cam- dis at & eonstant #ate and after a 3 ix and solve for x. The argu- 
pus resembles a province of north- fifteen minute ride from the bridge, . , ; 1 
em Cuba inhabited by real live he tummed. the canoe around .and ment is whatever factor causes —> 

facsimiles of Castro, though I jeaded for home, x 5 to give the result 3 must also 
have not seen any beards to match As they arrived home, Mary no- . . 1 

the full, bushy elegance of Fidel’s. iced the same glove floating in be ne into the product 3 

This beard growing season pre- the water in front of the house. x 10. This factor is expressed by 
sents great opportunities for the The bridge was one mile from the ratio. 
engineer; he can show his inde- their house. 2. Twenty-five per cent of the 
pendence and non-conformity, his What was the speed of the cur- Ota UMbenol BHiale-ags HOES, 
manliness and virility. Some coeds rent? 3. TI . tal lenath of 

‘ i ‘ > é ong say the beards just show an engi- 9: Suppose you are a bartender 2. Loe minunum tora Jengtn. 6 
neers close relation to. the apes, d some. cu t ret : this Rie TERUG 89 oibast the: EG s b a apes, and some customer poses this valle eparate ialets 5 
but these remarks can be attri- problem: wells’ to ae ae me a as 
buted mainly to a small group of You have two: identical glasses watering tank is five miles, This is 
conical wane luven Duehine Sen. ay QU Aave two identical glasses just an old max-min problem from 
rs < a vcone od waid . a filled to the same level, one with first year calculus, Set up the ex- 

has not really been leissed unl she sonar En Ene ne with pure pression for the total length, take 
has bee kiss ‘d by a om: vith : water. Now you pour a jiggerful the derivative, set it equal to zero, 
MS Deen Missee Dy B. man WHA a ef gin from thesfirst glassi:into: the and solve forthe inikiown: 
beard. And may I humbly add, geeond glass, mix well, bring a jig- 
especially an engineer with a gerful of the mixture and put it Send your answers to: 
beard! into the first glass. SNEEDLY 

ust one word of warning to Will there be more gin in the c/o The Wisconsin Engineer J g g g 
those planning to attend the dance. water glass or more water in the Mechanical Engineering Bldg. 
No one, I repeat, No One, will be gin glass? Madison, Wisconsin 
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Though the building is not yet built, this 
, is a view from one of the apartments. 

| ee 

How to look out a window before the building is up 
rr A feature of The Comstock, San only points out the location of a 

 -, ~~ Francisco’s new co-operative apart- possible apartment on a scale 
a ~ _ ments on top of Nob Hill, will be — model, but shows you the view 
a the spectacular panoramic views from your window as well. 

32 nt of the Bay area from their picture Photography rates high as a 
OS ial windows. master salesman. It rates high in 

a. - fi a J How could these views be spread other business and industry tasks, 
_ & Baa before prospective buyers—before too. The research laboratory, the 

; ee the building was up? The devel- production line, the quality control 
. tee a? opers, Albert-Lovett Co., found the department and the office all get 

With 180 "view oe answer in phowerapiry. From a work done better and faster with 
to sell, the deve opers gondola suspended from a crane, photography on the job. 
of The Comstock color photos were made from the Whatever your field, you will / 
turned to photography positions of the future apartments. find photography can save you 
to get a jump on sales Now, the sales representative not time and cut costs, too. 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y. 

CAREERS WITH KODAK ] 

With photography and photographic proc- If you are looking for such an inter- Lo. LS 
esses becoming increasingly important esting opportunity, write for infor- A. << CC 
in the business and industry of tomorrow, mation about careers with Kodak. Les S.C 
there are new and challenging opportu- Address: Business and Technical MA Cree 
nities at Kodak in research, engineering, Personnel Dept., Eastman Kodak Cc ee 
electronics, design and production. Company, Rochester 4, N. Y. Oe
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| General Electric’s Earl G. Abbott, 

Manager—Sales Training 
ng 

Pi. ine e (fe Technical Training P . e”) p= Technical Training Programs 
a os oP - e e 

a. } at Genera ectric 

Q.. Why does your company have train- third year of the Advanced Engineering edge in dealing with customers. After 

ing programs, Mr. Abbott? Program. completing orientation assignments in 

Then there is the two-year Creative engineering, manufacturing, and market- 

A. Tomorrow’s many positions of major Engineering Program for those graduates ing, the Program member may specialize 

responsibility will necessarily be filled by who have completed their first-year in one of the four marketing areas: appli- 

young men who have developed their assignments and who are interested in cation engineering, headquarters market- 

potentials early in their careers. General learning creative techniques for solving ing, sales engineering, or installation and 

Electric training programs simply help engineering problems. . service engineering. 

speed up this development process. Another avenue of training for the In addition to on-the-job assignments, 

In addition, training programs provide qualified graduate is the Honors Program, related courses of study help the Program 

graduates with the blocks of broad ex- which enables a man to earn his Master’s member prepare for early assumption of 

perience on which later success in a degree within three or four semesters at major responsibility. 
specialization can be built. selected colleges and universities. The 

Furthermore, career opportunities and pry ire Lin een Oreo ae Q. How can | decide which training 

interests are brought into sharp focus lows him to earn . 2 

after intensive working exposures to 75 percent of full salary while he is going Program | would like best, Mr. Abbott? 

several fields. General Electric then gains to school. This program is similar to a . a f 

the valuable contributions of men who research assistantship at a college or A. Well, selecting a training Program 1s 

have made early, well-considered deci- university. a decision which you alone can make. You 

Mane Bis Career goals and who lare con: made a similar decision when you selected 

fidently working toward those objectives. Q. Just how will the Manufacturing your college major, and now you are 
Training Program help prepare me for focusing your interests only a little more 

. . . @ career in manufacturing? sharply. The beauty of training programs 

Q.. What kinds of technical training pro- 9? is that they enable you to keep your 

grams does your company conduct? A. The three-year Manufacturing career selection relatively broad until you 

: Program consists of three orientation have examined at first hand a number of 

A. General Electric conducts a number assignments and three development specializations. 

of training programs. The G-E programs assignments in the areas of manufacturing Furthermore, transfers from one Gen- 

which attract the great majority of engineering, quality control, materials eral Electric training program to another 

engineering graduates are Engineering management, plant engineering, and are possible for the Program member 

3 iene 7 5 , . nt, : , : i 
is eee and Tech manufacturing operations. These assign- a ae ale develop in one 

nIcA a 8 ments provide you with broad, funda- of thesothernelds. 

| . mental manufacturing knowledge and 

Q. How long does the Engineering and with specialized knowledge in your Personalized Career Planning 

Science Program last? particular field of interest. is General Electric’s term for the 

The practical, on-the-job experience selection, placement, and _pro- 
A. That depends on which of several offered by this rotational program is sup- ot i development: of si 

avenues you decide to take. Many gradu- plemented by participation in a manu- fessional ¢ eve’ oprren oF enge 

ates complete the training program dur- facturing studies curriculum coverin neers and scientists. If you would 
g P s . S _ 

ing their first year with General Electric. all phases of manufacturing. like a Personalized Career Plan- 

Each Program member has three or four | ; ning folder which describes in 

canend ie Se one or Q. What kind of training would I get more detail the Company’s train= 
more oO! ifferent plant locations. on your Technical Marketing Program? . oir . 

Some graduates elect to take the Ad- " 2 2 mg programs for technical gradu- 

vanced Engineering Program, supple- A. The one-year Technical Marketing ates, wrt tert Mr. Abbott at Sec- 

menting their work assignments with Program is conducted for those graduates tion 959-13, General Electric 

challenging Company-conducted study who want to use their engineering knowl- Company, Schenectady 5, N. Y. 

courses which cover the application of 

engimeering, science, and mathematics to Progress ls Our Most /mportant Product 

industrial problems. If the Program mem- 

ber has an analytical bent coupled with a 

deep interest in mathematics and physics, F N E R A L L 

he may continue through a second and
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